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HOMOTOPY THEORY OF UNITAL ALGEBRAS
BRICE LE GRIGNOU
Abstract. This paper provides an extensive study of the homotopy theory of types of algebras with
units, like unital associative algebras or unital commutative algebras for instance. To this purpose, we
endow the Koszul dual category of curved coalgebras, where the notion of quasi-isomorphism barely
makes sense, with a model category struure Quillen equivalent to that of unital algebras. To prove
such a result, we use recent methods based on presentable categories. This allows us to describe the
homotopy properties of unital algebras in a simpler and richer way. Moreover, we endow the various
model categories with several enrichments which induce suitable models for the mapping spaces and
describe the formal deformations of morphisms of algebras.
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Introduction
Among the various types of algebras, some of them include units like the ubiquitous unital
associative algebras and unital commutative algebras or the unital Batalin–Vilkovisky algebras
which arose in Mathematical Physics. When working with a chain complex carrying such an al-
gebraic struure, like the de Rham algebra of differential manifolds for instance, one would like
to understand the homotopical properties that this algebraic data satisfies with the underlying
differential map. The purpose of the present paper is develop a framework which allows one to
prove the homotopical properties carried by types of algebras with units; that is, their property
up to quasi-isomorphisms.
In order to work with types of algebras in a general way, one needs a precise notion which
encodes these ones. This is achieved by the concept of an operad. Operads are generalizations of
associative algebras which encode some types of algebras (associative, commutative, Lie, Batalin-
Vilkovisky, . . . ) in a way that a representation of an operad P is a chain complex together with a
struure of algebra of the type encoded by P .
Besides, one of the most common and powerful tool to study homotopical algebra, that is to
study categories with a notion of equivalences, is the model category struure introduced by
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Daniel Quillen which makes the manipulation of weak equivalences easier by means of other
maps called respeively cofibrations and fibrations. Hinich proved in the article [Hin], that
the category of algebras over an operad carries a model struure whose weak equivalences are
quasi-isomorphisms and whose fibrations are surjeions. In a purely theoretical perspeive, this
modelstruure describes all the homotopical data of this category. However, the cofibrant objes
are not easy to handle; they are the retras of free algebras whose generators carries a particular
filtration.
Hinich ([Hin]) embedded the category of differential graded (dg) Lie algebras into the cate-
gory of dg cocommutative coalgebras. From the modelstruure of the category of dg Lie algebras
he obtained a model struure on the category of dg cocommutative coalgebras which is Quillen
equivalent to the first one. In this new model category, any obje is cofibrant. Moreover, this
context allows one to build struures and morphisms using obstruion methods. So this new
context of dg cocommutative coalgebras is more suitable to study the homotopy theory of dg Lie
algebras than the category of dg Lie algebras itself. In a similar perspeive, Lefevre-Hasegawa
embedded the category of nonunital dg associative algebras into the category dg coassociative
coalgebras shown to be Quillen equivalent to the first one; see [LH]. Vallette generalized these
results to all types of algebras encoded by any operad satisfying a technical condition: it is an
augmented operad. Augmented operads are related to the dual notion of conilpotent cooperads
by an adjunion called the operadic bar-cobar adjunion Ω ⊣ B. Vallette embedded the category
of algebras over an augmented operad P into category of coalgebras over a cooperad P ¡ called
the Koszul dual of P . He transferred the model struure on the category of P-algebras to the
category of P ¡-coalgebras and got again a Quillen equivalence between these two model cate-
gories.
However the operads describing types algebras with units do not satisfy the technical condition
to be augmented. To extend the result of Vallette to categories of algebras over any operad, one
first needs to modify the operadic bar-cobar adjunion. Inspired by the work of Hirsh and Millès
in [HM], we introduce an adjunion à la bar-cobar relating dg operads to curved conilpotent
cooperads.
Curved conilpotent cooperads
Ωu //
dg Operads
Bc
oo
Moreover, any morphism of dg operads f from a cobar construionΩuC of a curved conilpotent
cooperad C to an operad P comes equipped with an adjunion Ωf ⊣ Bf relating P-algebras to
C -coalgebras.
C − coalgebras
Ωf //
P − algebras
Bf
oo
The model struure of P-algebras can be transferred to the category of C -coalgebras along this
adjunion.
Theorem . Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism and let Ωα ⊣ Bα be the bar-cobar
adjunion between P-algebras and C -coalgebras induced by α. There exists a model struure on
the category of C -coalgebras whose cofibrations (resp. weak equivalences) are morphisms whose image
under Ωα is a cofibration (resp. weak equivalence). With this model category struure, the adjunion
Ωα ⊣ Bα is a Quillen adjunion.
To prove this theorem, we use new techniques coming from category theory. Specifically, we
utilize a Theorem of [BHK+] involving presentable categories.
We study in details the particular case where the morphism of operads f from ΩuC to P
is a quasi-isomorphism; for instance if f is the identity ι of ΩuC . In this case, the Quillen ad-
junion Ωι ⊣ Bι is a Quillen equivalence. We show that the fibrant C -coalgebras are the images
of the ΩuC -algebras under the funor Bι . So, switching from the category of ΩuC -algebras to
the category of C -coalgebras by the funor Bι amounts to introduce new morphisms between
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ΩuC -algebras. These new morphisms can be built using obstruion methods. Moreover, any
ΩuC -algebra becomes cofibrant in this new context.
This article also deals with enrichments of the category of P-algebras for any differential
graded operad P , and of the category of C -coalgebras for any curved cooperad C . These two
categories are enriched in simplicial sets in a way that recovers the mapping spaces. Moreover,
they are tensored, cotensored and enriched in cocommutative coalgebras. These cocommutative
coalgebras encode the formal deformations of morphisms of algebras over an operad. In the con-
text of nonsymmetric operads and nonsymmetric cooperads, this enrichment can be extended
to all coassociative coalgebras. These coassociative coalgebras encode in single objes both the
mapping spaces and the deformation of morphisms.
Finally, we apply the framework developed here to concrete operads like the operad uA s of
unital associative algebras and the operad uC om of unital commutative algebras. For these two
operads, the process of curved Koszul duality developed in [HM] relates the curved cooperads
uA s¡ and uC om¡ to respeively the operads uA s and uC om.
Layout. The article is organized as follows. In the first part, we recall several notions about
category theory, and homological algebra. In the second part, we recall the notions of operads,
cooperads, algebras over an operad and coalgebras over a cooperad. We also prove some results,
as the presentability of the category of coalgebras over a curved cooperad, that we will need in the
sequel. The third part deals with enrichments of the category of algebras over an operad and of
the category of coalgebras over a curved cooperad; specifically, westudy enrichments over simpli-
cial sets, cocommutative coalgebras and coassociative coalgebras. In the fourth part, we introduce
an adjunion à la bar-cobar between operads and curved cooperads related to a notion of twisting
morphism. We use it to define an adjunion between P-algebras and C -coalgebras for a twisting
morphism from a curved cooperad C to an operadP . In the fifth seion, we recall the projeive
model struure on the category of algebras over an operad. We describe models for the mapping
spaces and we show that the enrichment over cocommutative coalgebras encodes deformations
of morphisms. The sixth part transfers the projeive model struure on P-algebras along the
previous adjunion to obtain a model struure on C -coalgebras and a Quillen adjunion. The
seventh part deals with these model struures in the case where the operad P is the cobar con-
struion ΩuC of C . In particular, the adjunion induced is a Quillen equivalence. Finally, in
the eighth part, we apply the formalism developed in the previous seions to study the examples
of unital associative algebras and unital commutative algebras.
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advisor Bruno Vallette for his precious advice and careful review of this paper. I also would like
to thank Damien Calaque and Kathryn Hess for reviewing my thesis. Finally, the Laboratory J.A.
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Conventions and notations.
⊲ We work over a field K.
⊲ The category of graded K-modules is denoted gMod. The category of chain complexes is
denoted dgMod. They are endowed with their usual closed symmetric monoidal struc-
tures. The internal hom is denoted [ , ]. The category of chain complexes is also en-
dowed with its projeive model struure where the weak equivalences are the quasi-
isomorphisms and where the fibrations are the degreewise surjeions. The degree of an
homogeneous element x of a graded K-module or a chain complex is denoted |x|.
⊲ For any integer n, let Dn be the chain complex generated by one element in degree n and
its boundary in degree n − 1. Let Sn be the chain complex generated by a cycle in degree
n.
⊲ The category of simplicial set is denoted sSet. It is endowed with its Kan–Quillen model
struure; see [GJ, I..].
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⊲ The following type of diagram
C
L //
D
R
oo
means that the funor R is right adjoint to the funor L.
⊲ For any graded K-module V endowed with a filtration (FnV )n∈N, the graded complex
associated to this filtration is denoted GV . In other words,
GV =
⊕
n
GnV
where GnV = FnV /Fn−1V . If V is a chain complex such that (FnV )n∈N is a filtration of chain
complexes, that is d(FnV ) ⊂ FnV for any integer n, then GV inherits a struure of chain
complex.
. Preliminaries
In this first seion, we recall some categorical concepts like the presentability and the notions
of enrichment, tensoring and cotensoring. Moreover, we describe several notions of coalgebras
like coassociative coalgebras and cocommutative coalgebras that have been extensively studied
respeively in [GG] and in [Hin]. More specifically the category of coassociative coalgebras
admits a model struure related by a Quillen adjunion to the category of simplicial sets; the
category of conilpotent cocommutative coalgebras admits a model struure Quillen equivalent
to the projeive model struure on Lie algebras. Finally, we describe the Sullivan polynomial
algebras.
.. Presentable categories.
Definition  (Presentable category). Let C be a cocomplete category. An obje X of C is called
compa if for any filtered diagram F : I→ C the map colim(homC(X,F))→ homC(X,colimF) is an
isomorphism. The category C is said to be presentable if there exists a set of compa objes such
that any obje of C is the colimit of a filtered diagram involving only these compa objes.
The following proposition is a classical result of category theory.
Proposition . [AR] A funor L : C→ D between presentable categories is a left adjoint if and only
if it preserves colimits.
.. Tensoring, cotensoring and enrichment. In this seion, we recall the definition of tensored-
cotensored-enriched category over a monoidal category. See [Bor] for the original reference.
Definition  (Aion, coaion). Let (E,⊗,I ) be a monoidal category and let C be a category.
⊲ An enrichment of C over E is a bifunor [−,−] : Cop × C → E together with funorial
morphisms 
γX,Y,Z : [Y,Z]⊗ [X,Y]→ [X,Z] ,
υX : I → [X,X]
for any objes X, Y and Z of C and which are composition and unit in terms of the
following commutative diagrams.
[Y,Z]⊗ [X,Y]⊗ [V,X]
γX,Y,Z⊗Id//
Id⊗γV,X,Y⊗Id

[X,Z]⊗ [V,X]
γV,X,Z

[Y,Z]⊗ [V,Y]
γV,Y,Z
// [V,Z]
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[X,Y]⊗ [X,X]
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
[X,Y]
υY⊗Id //Id⊗υXoo
Id

[Y,Y]⊗ [X,Y]
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
[X,Y]
⊲ A right aion of E on C is a funor
−⊗− : C× E→ C
together with funorial isomorphisms
X⊗ (A⊗B) ≃ (X⊗A)⊗B ,
X⊗I ≃ X ,
for any X ∈ C, any A,B ∈ E; these funors are compatible with the monoidal struure of
E in terms of the following commutative diagrams.(
(X⊗A)⊗B
)
⊗C //

(
X⊗ (A⊗B)
)
⊗C // X⊗
(
(A⊗B)⊗C
)

(X⊗A)⊗ (B ⊗C) // X⊗
(
A⊗ (B ⊗C)
)
(X⊗I )⊗A
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
// X⊗ (I ⊗A)
xxrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
X⊗A
⊲ A left coaion of E on C is a funor:
〈−,−〉 : Eop ×C→ C
together with funorial isomorphisms
〈A⊗B ,X〉 ≃ 〈A〈B ,X〉〉 ,
〈I ,X〉 ≃ X .
which satisfy the commutative duals of the diagrams above.
Definition  (Category tensored-cotensored-enriched over a monoidal category). Let E be amonoidal
category and let C be a category. We say that C is tensored-cotensored-enriched over E if there exists
three funors: 
{−,−} : Cop ×C→ E
− ⊳− : C× E→ C
〈−,−〉 : Eop ×C→ C
together with funorial isomorphisms
homC(X ⊳A,Y) ≃ homE(A, {X,Y}) ≃ homC(X,〈A,Y〉) ,
for any X,Y ∈ C, any A,B ∈ E and where I is the monoidal unit of E, such that − ⊳− defines a right
aion of E on C.
The axioms and terminology of these notions are justified by the following proposition.
Proposition . If the category C is tensored-cotensored-enriched over E, then, it is enriched in the usual
sense and the funor 〈−,−〉 is a left coaion in the sense of Definition .
Proof. Suppose that the category C is tensored-cotensored-enriched over E. On the one hand, let
us define the composition relative to the enrichment {−,−}. For any obje X,Y of C, the identity
morphism of {X,Y} defines a morphism X ⊳ {X,Y} → Y. So for any objes X, Y, Z, we have a map
X ⊳ ({X,Y} ⊗ {Y,Z}) ≃ (X ⊳ {X,Y}) ⊳ {Y,Z} → Y ⊳ {Y,Z}→ Z
and hence a map {X,Y} ⊗ {Y,Z} → {X,Z}. So is defined the composition. The coherence diagrams
of Definition  ensure us that the composition is associative and gives us a unit. On the other
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hand, let us show that the funor 〈−,−〉 is a left coaion. For any X,Y ∈ C and any A,B ∈ E, we
have funorial isomorphisms:
homC(X,〈A⊗B ,Y〉) ≃ homC(X ⊳ (A⊗B),Y) ≃ homC((X ⊳A) ⊳B ,Y)
≃ homC(X ⊳A,〈B ,Y〉) ≃ homC(X,〈A〈B ,Y〉〉) .
By the Yoneda lemma, this gives us a funorial isomorphism 〈A⊗B ,Y〉 ≃ 〈A〈B ,Y〉〉. This funo-
rial isomorphism satisfies the coherence conditions of Definition  because the funorial isomor-
phism X ⊳ (A⊗B) ≃ (X ⊳A) ⊳B satisfies the coherence conditions of the same definition.

Proposition . Let E be a presentable monoidal category and let C be a presentable category.
⊲ Suppose that there exists a right aion −⊳− of E on C and that for anyA ∈ E and for any X ∈ C,
the funors X ⊳− : E→ C and − ⊳A : C→ C preserve colimits. Then, C is tensored-cotensored-
enriched over E.
⊲ Suppose that there exists a left coaion 〈−,−〉 of E on C and that there exists a funor
− ⊳− : C× E→ C
together with a funorial isomorphism
homC(X ⊳A,Y) ≃ homC(X,〈A,Y〉) .
Suppose moreover that the funor 〈−,Y〉 : Eop → C sends colimits in E to limits. Then, C is
tensored-cotensored-enriched over E.
Proof. The first point is a dire consequence of Proposition . Let us prove the second point.
Since, E left coas on C, by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition , we can show that
the bifunor − ⊳ − is a right aion of E on C. Moreover, since the funors 〈−,Y〉 preserve limits,
then any funor of the form X ⊳ − preserves colimits. The result is then a dire consequence of
the first point. 
Definition  (Homotopical enrichment). Let M be a model category and let E be a model category
with a monoidal struure. We say that M is homotopically enriched over E if it enriched over E
and if for any cofibration f : X→ X′ in M and any fibration g : Y→ Y′ in M, the morphism in E:
{X′ ,Y} → {X′ ,Y} ×{X,Y′} {X,Y}
is a fibration. Moreover, we require this morphism to be a weak equivalence whenever f or g is a
weak equivalence.
.. Coalgebras.
Definition  (Coalgebras). A coassociative coalgebra C = (C,∆,ǫ) is a chain complex C equipped
with a coassociative coprodu ∆ : C → C ⊗ C and a counit ǫ : C → K such that IdC = (IdC ⊗ ǫ)∆ =
(ǫ⊗ IdC)∆. The kernel of the map ǫ is denoted C. The coalgebra C is said cocommutative if ∆ = τ∆
where
τ(x ⊗ y) = (−1)|x||y |y ⊗ x .
A graded atom is a nonzero element 1 ∈ C such that ∆1 = 1⊗ 1. In this context, let us define the
map ∆ : C → C ⊗C as follows:
∆x := ∆x − 1⊗ x− x⊗ 1 ∈ C ⊗ C .
A graded atom 1 is called a dg atom if d1 = 0. A conilpotent coalgebra C = (C,∆,ǫ,1) is the data of a
coassociative coalgebra (C,∆,ǫ) together with a graded atom such that, for any x ∈ C, there exists
an integer n such that
∆
n
x := (Id⊗n−1C ⊗∆) · · · (IdC ⊗∆)∆(x) = 0 .
A conilpotent cocommutative coalgebra C is said to be a Hinich coalgebra if 1 is a dg atom. We
denote by uCog be the category of coassociative coalgebras and by uCocom the category of co-
commutative coalgebras. Let uNilCocom (resp. Hinich − cog) be the full subcategory of uCocom
made up of conilpotent cocommutative coalgebras (resp. Hinich coalgebras).
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Any conilpotent coalgebra C has a canonical filtration called the coradical filtration
Fradn C :=K · 1⊕ {x ∈ C| ∆
n+1
x = 0} ,
which is not necessarily stable under the codifferential d.
Proposition . Let f be a morphism of coalgebras between two conilpotent coalgebras C = (C,∆,ǫ,1)
and D = (D,∆′ ,ǫ′ ,1′). Then, f (1) = 1′.
Proof. Let x ∈ D such that f (1) = 1′ + x. Since ∆f (1) = (f ⊗ f )∆(1), then ∆x = x ⊗ x. Since there
exits an integer n such that ∆
n
(x) = x⊗ · · · ⊗ x = 0, then x = 0. 
Proposition . The categories uCog, uCocom and uNilCocom and Hinich− cog are presentable. The
forgetful funor from uCog to the category of chain complexes has a right adjoint called the cofree
counital coalgebra funor. The same statement holds for the category uCocom. The funor C 7→ C
from the category Hinich−cog to the category of chain complexes has a right adjoint. The tensor produ
of the category of chain complexes induces closed symmetric monoidal struures on the categories uCog
and uCocom.
Proof. The results are proven in [AJ, ., .,.] for the category uCog. The methods used
apply mutatis mutandis for the other categories. 
Theorem  ([GG]). The full sub category uCog≥0 of uCogmade up of nonnegatively graded coalge-
bras admits a model struure whose cofibrations are the monomorphisms and whose weak equivalences
are the quasi-isomorphisms.
The category Hinich− cog is related to the category of Lie-algebras by an adjunion described
in [Qui]:
Hinich− cog
L //
Lie−alg .
C
oo
Theorem . [Hin] There exists a model struure on the category Hinich − cog whose cofibrations
are monomorphisms and whose weak equivalences are morphisms whose image under the funor L is
a quasi-isomorphism. The class of weak equivalences is contained in the class of quasi-isomorphisms.
Moreover, the adjunion L ⊣ C is a Quillen equivalence when the category of Lie algebras is equipped
with its projeive model struure whose fibrations (resp. weak equivalences) are surjeions (resp.
quasi-isomorphisms) (see [Hin]).
Definition  (Deformation problems). Let Artin − alg be the category of nonpositively graded
local finite dimensional dg commutative algebra. A deformation problem is a funor from the
category Artin−alg to the category of simplicial sets.
Lurie showed in [Lur] that a suitable infinity-category of deformation problems (called for-
mal moduli problems), is equivalent to the infinity-category of Lie algebras if the charaeristic of
the base field K is zero. Therefore, it is equivalent to the infinity-category of Hinich coalgebras.
In that perspeive, any Hinich coalgebra C induces a deformation problem as follows:
R ∈ Artin−alg 7→MapHinich−cog(R
∗,C ) .
Remark . We use the definition of Hinich of a deformation problem given in [Hin]. We do not
describe here the homotopy theory of such deformation problems nor a precise link with the work
of Lurie who uses the framework of quasi categories (see [Lur]). In the sequel, we will only use
the fa that, for any morphism of deformation problems f : X→ Y, if f (R) is a weak equivalence
of simplicial sets for any algebra R ∈ Artin−alg, then f is an equivalence of deformation problems.
.. Coalgebras and simplicial sets. In this subseion, we describe a Quillen adjunion be-
tween the category of simplicial sets and the category of coassociative coalgebras. This adjunion
is part of the Dold–Kan correspondence. From a simplicial set X, one can produce a chain com-
plex DK(X) called the normalized Moore complex. In degree n, DK(X)n is the sub-veor space of
K ·Xn which is the interseion of the kernels of the faces d0, . . . , dn−1. The differential is (−1)ndn.
Moreover, the Alexander-Whitney map makes the funor DK comonoidal. Then, the diagonal
map X → X × X gives to DK(X) a struure of coalgebras. Thus, we have a funor DKc from
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simplicial sets to the category uCog of coassociative coalgebras. This funor DKc admits a right
adjoint N defined by
N(C)n := homuCog(DK
c(∆[n]),C) .
Aually, we have the following sequence of adjunions,
sSet
DKc //
uCog≥0
N
oo
in //
uCog
tr
oo
where in is the embedding of uCog≥0 into uCog and where tr is the truncation.
Proposition . The above adjunion between uCog≥0 and sSet is a Quillen adjunion.
Proof. The funor DKc carries monomorphisms to monomorphisms and weak homotopy equiv-
alences to quasi-isomorphisms; see [GJ, III.]. 
.. The Sullivan algebras of polynomial forms on standard simplicies.
Definition  (Sullivan polynomial algebras). [Sul] For any integer n ∈ N, the nth algebra of
polynomial forms is the following differential graded unital commutative algebra:
Ωn :=K[t0, . . . , tn,dt0, . . . ,dtn]/(Σti = 1)
where the degree of ti is zero and where dΩn(ti ) = dti . In particular,
∑
dti = 0.
Any map of finite ordinals φ : [n] → [m] defines a morphism of differential graded unital
commutative algebra:
Ω(φ) :Ωm →Ωn
ti 7→
∑
φ(j)=i
tj .
Therefore, the colleion {Ωn}n∈N defines a simplicial differential graded commutative algebra.
Moreover, one can extend this construion to a contravariant funor Ω• from simplicial sets to
differential graded unital commutative algebras such that Ω∆[n] = Ωn. This funor is part of an
adjunion.
sSet
Ω• //
uC om−algopoo
Proposition . [BG, ] When the charaeristic of the fieldK is zero, then the category uC om−alg
of differential graded unital commutative algebras admits a projeive model struure where fibrations
(resp. weak equivalences) are degreewise surjeions (resp. quasi-isomorphisms). In that context, the
adjunion between simplicial sets and uC om−alg is a Quillen adjunion.
. Operads, cooperads, algebras and coalgebras
The purpose of this seion is to recall the definitions of operads, cooperads, algebras over
an operad and coalgebras over a cooperad that we will use in the sequel; we refer the reader to
the book [LV]. Moreover, we prove that the category of coalgebras over a curved cooperad is
presentable.
.. Operads and cooperads. We recall here the definitions of operads and cooperads. We refer
to the book [LV] and to the article [HM].
Definition  (Symmetric modules). Let S be the groupoid whose objes are integers n ∈N and
whose morphisms are: 
homS(n,m) = ∅ if n ,m
homS(n,n) = Sn otherwise .
A graded S-module (resp. dg S-module) is a presheaf on S valued in the category of graded K-
modules (resp. chain complexes). The name S-module will refer both to graded S-modules and
dg S-modules. We say that a S-module V is reduced if V (0) = {0}.
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The category of S-modules has a monoidal struure which is as follows: for any S-modules V
andW , and for any n ≥ 1:
(V ◦W )(n) :=
⊕
k≥1
V (k)⊗Sk

⊕
X1⊔···⊔Xk={1,...,n}
W (#X1)⊗ · · · ⊗W (#Xk)

where #Xi is the cardinal of the set Xi . For n = 0,
(V ◦W )(0) := V (0)⊕
(⊕
k≥1
V (k)⊗Sk
(
W (0)⊗ · · · ⊗W (0)
))
.
The monoidal unit is given by the S-module I which is K in arity 1 and {0} in other arities.
Notations.
⊲ For any dg S-module V , we will denote by V grad the underlying graded S-module.
⊲ Let f : V → V ′ and g :W →W ′ and h :W →W ′ be three morphisms of S-modules. Then,
we denote by f ◦ (g ;h) the map from V ◦W to V ′ ◦W ′ defined as follows:
f ◦ (g ;h) :=
∑
i+j=n−1
f ⊗Sn (g
⊗i ⊗ h⊗ g⊗j) .
In the case where g is the identity, we use the notation f ◦′ h.
f ◦′ h := f ◦ (Id;h) .
⊲ For any two graded S-modules (resp. dg S-modules) V and W , we denote by [V ,W ] the
gradedK-module (resp. chain complex):
[V ,W ]n :=
∏
k≥0
l∈N
homK[Sn](V (k)l ,W (k)l+n) .
In that context morphisms of chain complex from X to [V ,W ] are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with morphism of S-modules from X⊗V toW .
Proposition . [LV, ] If the charaeristic of the field K is zero, then the operadic Kunneth
H(V ◦W ) ≃ H(V ) ◦H(W ) ,
holds for any dg S-modules V andW ,where H denotes the homology.
Definition  (Operads). A graded operad P = (P ,γ,1) (resp. dg operad) is a monoid in the
category of graded S-modules (resp. dg S-modules). We denote by Operad the category of dg
operads.
Example . For any graded K-module (resp. chain complex) V , EndV is the graded operad (resp.
dg operad) defined by:
EndV (n) := hom(V
⊗n,V ) .
The composition in the operad EndV is given by the composition of morphisms of graded K-
modules (resp. chain complexes).
A degree k derivation d on a graded operadP = (P ,γ,1) is the data of degree k maps d : P (n)→
P (n) which commute with the aion of Sn and such that
d γ = γ (d ◦ Id + Id ◦′ d) .
Proposition . [LV, ] The forgetful funor from operads to S-modules has a left adjoint called the
free operad funor and denoted T. For any S-module V , TV is the S-module made up of trees whose
vertices are filled with elements of V with coherent arity. The composition is given by the grafting of
trees.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the degree k derivation on the graded free op-
erad TV and the degree k maps from V to TV . Indeed, from such a map u one can produce the
derivation Du such that for any tree T labeled by elements of V :
Du(T) :=
∑
v
Id ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(v)⊗ · · · ⊗ Id .
where the sum is taken over the vertices of the tree T.
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Definition  (Cooperads). A cooperad C = (C,∆,ǫ) is a comonoid in the category of S-modules.
We denote by C the kernel of the morphism ǫ : C → I . A cooperad C is said to be coaugmented
if it is equipped with a morphism of cooperads I → C . In this case, we denote by 1 the image
of the unit of K into C(1). A coaugmented cooperad C is said to be conilpotent if the process of
successive decomposition stabilizes in finite time for any element. A precise definition is given in
[LV, ..].
The forgetful funor from conilpotent cooperads to S-modules which sends C to C has a right
adjoint sending V to the tree module T(V ) with the decomposition given by the degrafting of
trees. We denote it by Tc(V ). We also denote by δ : C → Tc(C) the counit of the adjunion. Any
conilpotent cooperad is equipped with a filtration called the coradical filtration
Fradn C(m) := {p ∈ C(m)|δ(p) ∈T
≤n(C)(m)}
where the symbol T≤n denotes the trees with at most n vertices. In particular, Frad0 C = I .
Notations. Let C be coaugmented cooperad andm be an integer. We denote by ∆m the composite
map
∆m : C
∆ // C ◦ C // T(C) // // Tm(C) .
A degree k coderivation on a cooperad C = (C,∆,ǫ) is a degree k map d of S-modules from C to
C such that
∆ d = (d ◦ Id + Id ◦′ d)∆ .
If the cooperad is coaugmented, we also require that d(1) = 0. Let Tc(V ) be a cofree conilpotent
cooperad. There is a one-to-one correspondence between degree k coderivation on Tc(V ) and
degree k maps from T(V ) to V . Indeed, such a map u is uniquely extended by the following
coderivation Du defined on any tree T labeled by elements of V as follows:
Du (T) :=
∑
T′⊂T
Id ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(T′)⊗ · · · ⊗ Id ,
where the sum is taken on the subtrees T′ of T.
Definition  (Curved cooperads). A curved cooperadC = (C,∆,ǫ,1,d,θ) is a coaugmented graded
cooperad equipped with a degree −2 map θ : C(1)→K and a degree −1 coderivation d such that
d2 = (θ ⊗ Id − Id ⊗ θ)∆2 ,
θd = 0 .
A morphism of curved cooperads is a morphism of cooperads φ : C → D which commutes with
the coderivations and such that θC = θDφ. We denote by cCoop the category of curved conilpo-
tent cooperads.
The coradical filtration of a conilpotent cooperad has the following property with respe to
the decomposition map.
Lemma . Let C = (C,∆,ǫ,1) be a conilpotent cooperad. Then
∆(Fradn C) ⊂
∑
p0+···+pk≤n
(Fradp0 C)(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
p1
C ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradpk C) .
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for cofree cooperads. Indeed, any conilpotent cooperad C is
equipped with a map δ : C →Tc(C) such that Fradn C = δ
−1(Fradn T
c(C)). 
Lemma . Let C = Tc(V ) be a cofree conilpotent graded cooperad equipped with a degree −2 map
θ : T(V )(1) ։ V (1) → K. Let φ : TV → V be a degree −1 map and let Dφ be the corresponding
coderivation on C . Then, the triple (TcV ,Dφ ,θ) is a curved cooperad if and only if φ satisfies the
following equation:
φDφ = (θ ⊗πV −πV ⊗ θ)∆2
where πV is the projeion T(V )→V .
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Proof. If (TcV ,Dφ ,θ) is a curved cooperad, then φDφ = πVD
2
φ = (θ ⊗πV −πV ⊗ θ)∆2. Conversely,
suppose that φDφ = (θ ⊗πV −πV ⊗ θ)∆2. For any tree T labeled by elements of V , one can prove
that
D2φ(T) =
∑
T′⊂T
Id ⊗ (φDφ(T
′))⊗ Id .
Aually, it is the sum over every arity one vertex v of
⊲ ±θ(v)(T − v) if v is the bottom vertex or a top vertex.
⊲ ±(θ(v)(T − v)− θ(v)(T − v)) = 0 otherwise.
Hence (TcV ,Dφ ,θ) is a curved cooperad. 
There exists notions ofN-modules, nonsymmetric operads, nonsymmetric cooperads and their
morphisms defined for instance in [LV, .]. We will speak about the nonsymmetric context to
refer to these ones. Notice that the operadic Kunneth formula holds in the nonsymmetric context
without the assumption that the charaeristic of the field K is zero.
.. Algebras over an operad.
Definition  (Algebras over an operad). LetP = (P ,γ,1) be an operad. AP-moduleA = (A,γA )
is a left module in the category of S-module, that is a S-module A equipped with a map γA :
P ◦A→A such that the following diagrams commute.
P ◦P ◦A
Id◦γA//
γA ◦Id

P ◦A
γA

P ◦A
γA
// A
I ◦A
1◦Id //
Id
<<P ◦A
γA // A
A morphism of P-modules from A to B = (B ,γB) is a morphism of S-modules f : A → B such
that γB(Id ◦ f ) = f γA . A P-algebra is a P-module A concentrated in arity 0. We denote by
P −alg the category of P-algebras.
The forgetful funor from the category of P-modules to the category of S-modules has a left
adjoint given by
V 7→ P ◦V
The images of this left adjoint funor are called the free P-modules.
Definition  (Ideal). An ideal of a P-algebra A is a sub-chain complex B ⊂ A such that for any
p ∈ P (n) and (xi )
n
i=1 ∈ A (n ≥ 1):
γA
(
p⊗Sn (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn)
)
∈ B
whenever one of the xi is in B (for n ≥ 1). Then the quotient A/B has an induced struure of
P-algebra.
Definition  (Derivation). Let P be a graded operad and let A be a P-module. Suppose that
the graded operad P is equipped with a degree k derivation dP . Then, a derivation of A is a
degree k map dA from A to A such that
dA γA = γA
(
dP ◦ IdA + Id ◦
′ dA
)
.
Let P be a graded operad equipped with a degree k derivation dP . There is a one-to-one
correspondence between the derivations of a free P-module A = P ◦ V and the degree k maps
V → P ◦ V . Indeed, any such map u : V → P ◦ V is uniquely extended by the derivation Du =
dP ◦ Id +D′ on A where:
D′ := P ◦V Id◦u // P ◦P ◦V
γ◦Id // P ◦V .
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.. Coalgebras over a cooperad.
Definition  (Comodules and coalgebras over a cooperad). Let C = (C,∆,ǫ) be a cooperad. A
C -comodule D = (D,∆D ) is a left C -comodule in the category of S-modules, that is a S-module D
together with a morphism ∆D :D→ C ◦D such that the following diagrams commute.
D
∆D //
∆D

C ◦D
Id◦∆D

C ◦D
∆C ◦Id
// C ◦ C ◦D
D
∆D //
Id
>>C ◦D
ǫ◦Id // D
A C -coalgebra is a C -comodule concentrated in arity 0.
Remark . Our notion ofC -coalgebra recovers aually a notion called sometimes in the literature
conilpotent C -coalgebra; see [LV, ..].
Let C be a coaugmented cooperad. Then, the forgetful funor from the category ofC -comodules
to the category of S-modules has a right adjoint which sends V to C ◦ V . The images of the right
adjoint are called the cofree C -comodules.
Definition  (Coderivation). Let C be a graded cooperad and let D = (D,∆D ) be a C -comodule.
Suppose that C is equipped with a degree k coderivation dC . A coderivation on D is a degree k
map dD from D to D such that
∆DdD = (dC ◦ Id + Id ◦
′ dD )∆D .
Let C be a cooperad equipped with a degree k coderivation and let V be a graded K-module.
Then, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the coderivations on the C -coalgebra C ◦ V
and the degree k maps C ◦ V → V . Indeed, any such map u induces the coderivation
Du := (dC ◦ IdV ) + (Id ◦ (π;u))(∆C ◦ IdV ) ,
where π = ǫ ◦ Id : C ◦ V → V .
Definition  (Coalgebra over a curved cooperad). Let C be a curved cooperad. A C -coalgebra is
a graded C grad -coalgebra D = (D,∆D ) together with a coderivation dD such that
d2D = (θC ◦ Id)∆D
Proposition . Let C = (C,∆,ǫ,1,d,θ) be a conilpotent curved cooperad and let V be a graded K-
module. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the degree −1 maps φ : C ◦V → V such that
φDφ := φ
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆C ◦ IdV ) +φ(dC ◦ IdV ) = θ ◦ IdV
and the struures of C -coalgebras (where C is considered as a curved cooperad) on the graded cofree
coalgebra C grad ◦ V .
Proof. A struure of C -coalgebra on C grad ◦ V amounts to the data of a degree −1 coderivation
Dφ such that D
2
φ = (θ ◦ IdC ◦ IdV )(∆C ◦ IdV ). If D
2
φ = (θ ◦ IdC ◦ IdV )(∆C ◦ IdV ), then φDφ = θ ◦ IdV .
Conversely, suppose that φDφ = θ ◦ Id. We have:
D2φ = (d
2
C
◦ IdC) +
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)(dC ◦ IdV ) +
(
dC ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)
+
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id) .
On the one hand,(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id) +
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)(dC ◦ IdC) +
(
dC ◦ (π;φ)
)
(∆ ◦ Id)
=
(
Id ◦ (π;φ)
)
(Id ◦′ Dφ )(∆ ◦ Id) =
(
Id ◦ (π;φDφ )
)
(∆ ◦ Id) =
((
Id ◦ (ǫ;θ)
)
∆
)
◦ Id .
On the other hand,
(d2
C
◦ Id) =
(
(θ ◦ Id)∆
)
◦ Id +
((∑
Id ⊗S (ǫ
⊗i ⊗ θ ⊗ ǫ⊗j)
)
∆
)
◦ Id .
Hence D2φ =
(
(θ ◦ Id)∆
)
◦ IdV . 
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Definition  (Coradical filtration). Any C -coalgebra D = (D,∆D ) over a conilpotent cooperad C
admits a filtration called the coradical filtration and defined as follows.
Fradn D := {x ∈ D|∆D (x) ∈ (F
rad
n C) ◦D} .
Proposition . Let C be a conilpotent cooperad and let D be a C -coalgebra. For any integer n:
∆D (F
rad
n D) ⊂
∑
i0+i1+···+ik=n
(Fradi0 C)(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
i1
D⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradik D) .
Lemma . Let V andW be two graded K-modules equipped with filtrations (FnV )n∈N and (FnW )n∈N,
and let φ : V → W be an injeion such that FnV = φ−1(FnW ) for any integer n. Then, there exists a
map ψ :W →V such that ψφ = Id and ψ(FnW ) = FnV for any n ∈N.
Proof. For an integer n ≥ −1, suppose that we have built a sub graded K-module Un of FnW such
that FmW = φ(FmV ) ⊕ (Un ∩ FmW ) for any m ≤ n. Let U
′
n be a sub-graded K-module of Fn+1W
algebraic complement to φ(Fn+1V )⊕Un. Then, let Un+1 := Un ⊕U ′n. Finally, let U := colim Un. We
define ψ by
ψ =

φ−1 on φ(V ) ,
0 on U .

Proof of Proposition : The map ∆D :D→ C◦D is aually a morphism of C -coalgebras such that
∆−1
D
(Fradn C ◦D) = F
rad
n D. By Lemma , there exists a map of gradedK-modules ∇ : C ◦D →D such
that ∇∆D = IdD and ∇(FnC ◦D) = FnD. Then, the following diagram is commutative.
D
∆ //
∆

C ◦D
∆◦Id

C ◦D
Id◦∆
//
Id
::C ◦ C ◦D Id◦∇
// C ◦D
By Lemma , we know that:
(∆ ◦ Id)∆(Fradn D) ⊂
∑
i0+···+ik=n
Fradi0 C(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
i1
C ◦D ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradik C ◦D) ,
Moreover, we know that:
(Id ◦∇)
(
Fradi0 C(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
i1
C ◦D ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradik C ◦D)) ⊂ F
rad
i0
C(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
i1
D⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradik D) .
So, we have:
∆(Fradn D) = (Id ◦∇)(∆ ◦ Id)∆(F
rad
n D) ⊂
∑
k
∑
i0+···+ik=n
Fradi0 C(k)⊗Sk (F
rad
i1
D⊗ · · · ⊗ Fradik D) .

.. Presentability. This subseion deals with the presentability of the category of algebras over
an operad and the presentability of the category of coalgebras over a conilpotent curved cooperad.
Theorem . [DCH, .] Let P be a dg-operad. Then the category P − alg of P-algebras is pre-
sentable.
The essence of the last theorem is that any P-algebra is the colimit of a filtered diagram of
finitely presented P-algebras.
Theorem . Let C be a conilpotent curved cooperad. The category C − cog of C -coalgebras is pre-
sentable.
The essence of this theorem is that any C -coalgebra is the colimit of a filtered diagram of finite
dimensional C -coalgebras. Since the category of C -coalgebras does not seem to be comonadic
over a known presentable category, we cannot use the same kind of arguments as in the proof of
[DCH, .].
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Lemma . The category C − cog is cocomplete.
Proof. The colimit of a diagram ofC -coalgebras is its colimit in the category of gradedK-modules,
together with the obvious decomposition map and coderivation map. 
Lemma . For any C -coalgebra D = (D,∆D ) and any finite dimensional sub-graded K-module V ⊂ C,
there exists a finite dimensional sub-C -coalgebra E of D which contains V .
Proof. Let us prove the result by induion on the coradical filtration of D . Suppose first that
V ⊂ F0D. Then, V + dV is a sub C -coalgebra of D . Then, suppose that, for any finite dimensional
sub-graded K-module W ∈ Fradn D, there exists a finite dimensional sub C -coalgebra E of F
rad
n D
which contains W . Consider now a finite dimensional sub-graded K-module V ⊂ Fn+1D. By
Proposition , for any element x ∈ Fradn+1D, ∆D (x) − 1⊗ x ∈ C ◦ F
rad
n D. Since we are working with
conilpotent C -coalgebras, there exists a finite dimensional sub graded K-module V (x) of Fradn D
such that ∆D (x) − 1 ⊗ x ∈ C ◦ V (x). Let (ei )
k
i=1 be a linearly free family of elements of V such
that V = V ∩ Fradn D ⊕
⊕k
i=1K.ei . By the induion hypothesis, let E be a finite dimensional sub
C -coalgebra of D which contains
V ∩ Fradn D⊕
∑
V (ei) + V (dDei) .
Then, the sum
E +
∑
i
(K.ei ⊕K.dDei )
is a finite dimensional sub C -coalgebra of D which contains V . 
Finally, we show that a finite dimensional C -coalgebras is a compa obje.
Proposition . A finite dimensional C -coalgebra is a compa obje.
We need the following technical lemma.
Lemma . Let D : I→ C − cog be a filtered diagram. Let x ∈ D(i) for an obje i of I. If the image of x
in colimD is zero, then, there exists an obje i ′ of I and a map φ : i → i ′ such that D(φ)(x) = 0.
Proof. The colimit of the diagram D is the cokernel of the map
g :
⊕
f :j→j ′
D(j)→
⊕
i∈Ob(I)
D(i)
such that for any morphism f : j → j ′of I, the morphism g sends x ∈ D(j) to x − D(f )(x). Let
x ∈ D(i) whose image in colimD is zero. Then, there exists an element y =
∑
yf of
⊕
f :j→j ′ D(j)
such that g(y) = x. Let i ′ be a cocone in I of the finite diagram made up of the morphisms f such
that yf , 0. Then, the image in D(i ′) of
∑
yf is the same as the image in D(i ′) of
∑
D(f )(yf ). Hence,
the image of x in D(i ′) is zero. 
Proof of Proposition . Let D : I→ C − cog be a filtered diagram and let D = (D,∆D ) be a finite
dimensional C -coalgebra. We have to show that the canonical map
colim
(
homC−cog(D ,D)
)
→ homC−cog(D ,colimD)
is bijeive.
⊲ Let us first show that it is surjeive. Let f : D → colimD be a map of C -coalgebra and
let D′ be the image of f inside colimD which is also a sub-C -coalgebra of colimD. Let
{ea}
n
a=1 be a basis of the gradedK-module D
′. Since the diagram D is filtered, there exists
an obje i of I and elements xa ∈ D(i) whose image in colimD is ea. Let E be the smallest
sub C -coalgebra of D(i) which contains all the xa and let E ′ be the image of E in colimD.
Notice that E ′ contains D′ and that the map E → E ′ is surjeive. By Lemma  and since
E is finite dimensional, there exists an obje i ′ and a map φ : i → i ′ such that, the map
E ′′ := D(φ)(E )→ E ′ is an isomorphism of C -coalgebras. So, let D ′′ be the sub C -coalgebra
of E ′′ which is the image ofD′ through the inverse isomorphism E ′ → E ′′. Hence, the map
D → D ′ → colimD faors through the map D → D ′ ≃ D ′′ → D(i ′) and so the canonical
map colim
(
homC−cog(D ,D)
)
→ homC−cog(D ,colimD) is surjeive.
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⊲ Let us show that it is injeive. Let f ∈ homC−cog(D ,D(i)) and g ∈ homC−cog(D ,D(j)) be
two maps whose images in homC−cog(D ,colimD) are the same; it is denoted h. Since the
category I is filtered, there exists an obje k together with maps φ : i → k and ψ : j → k.
Then D(φ)f (D) + D(ψ)g(D) is a finite dimensional sub C -coalgebra of D(k) whose image
in colimD is h(D). As in the previous point (by Lemma ), the exists a map ζ : k → k′ in
I such that the map u : D(ζ)
(
D(φ)f (D) + D(ψ)g(C)
)
→ h(D) is an isomorphism. Since the
dimension (as a gradedK-module) of D(ζ)D(φ)f (D) and the dimension of D(ζ)D(ψ)g(D)
are both greater than the dimension of h(D), then we must have:
D(ζ)
(
D(φ)f (D) + D(ψ)g(D)
)
= D(ζ)D(φ)f (D) = D(ζ)D(ψ)g(D) .
In this context, we have
D(ζ)D(φ)f = u−1h = D(ζ)D(ψ)g .
Hence, f and g represent the same element of colim
(
homC−cog(D ,D)
)
.

Proof of Theorem . The isomorphisms classes of finite dimensional C -coalgebras form a set. By
Proposition , any finite dimensional C -coalgebra is a compa obje of the category C − cog.
Moreover, any C -coalgebra is the colimit of the diagram of its finite dimensional sub C -coalgebras
(with inclusions between them); this is a filtered diagram (and even a direed set). Hence, the
category C − cog is presentable. 
. Enrichment
This seion deals with several enrichments of the category of algebras of an operad and of
the category of coalgebras of a curved conilpotent cooperad. Specifically, we prove that both the
category of algebras over an operad and the category of coalgebras over a curved conilpotent
cooperad are tensored, cotensored and enriched over cocommutative coalgebras and enriched
over simplicial sets. In the nonsymmetric context, algebras over an operad and coalgebras over a
curved conilpotent cooperad are tensored, cotensored and enriched over coassociative coalgebras;
this leads to another enrichment in simplicial sets.
.. Enrichment over coassociative coalgebras and cocommutative coalgebras. We show in this
subseion that the category of algebras over an operad and the category of coalgebras over a
curved conilpotent cooperad are tensored-cotensored-enriched (see Definition ) over the cate-
gory uCocom of counital cocommutative coalgebras. Moreover, in the nonsymmetric context,
they are tensored-cotensored-enriched over the category uCog of coassociative coalgebras. We
will use these enrichments in the sequel to describe respeively deformations of morphisms and
mapping spaces
... Enrichment of P-algebras over coalgebras. Let P = (P ,γ,1) be a dg operad. For any counital
cocommutative coalgebra C = (C,∆C ,ǫ) and any P-algebra A = (A,γA ), the chain complex [C,A]
has a canonical struure of P-algebra as follows.
⊲ For any p ∈ P (n) (n ≥ 1), and for any f1, . . . , fn ∈ [C,A] and any x = C, then
γ[C,A]
(
p ⊗Sn (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn)
)
(x) = γA (p ⊗−)(f1⊗ · · · ⊗ fn)∆
n−1
C
(x)
⊲ For any p ∈ P (0):
γ[C,A](p) = γA (p)ǫC
The chain complex [C,A] together with its struure of P-algebra is denoted [C ,A ].
Lemma . The assignment C ,A 7→ [C ,A ] defines a left coaion (see Definition ) of the category
uCocom of counital cocommutative coalgebras on the category P −alg of P-algebras .
Proof. The construion is funorial covariantly with respe to P-algebras and contravariantly
with respe to counital cocommutative coalgebras. Moreover, for any counital cocommutative
coalgebras C and D , and any P-algebra A there is an isomorphism of chain complexes
ρC ,D ,A : [C ⊗D,A]→ [C, [D,A]]
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such that ρC ,D ,A (f )(x)(y) = f (x⊗y). This is a morphism of P-algebra which is funorial in C , D
and A , and it satisfies the coherence conditions of Definition . 
One can define a left adjoint to the funor [C ,−] as follows. Let A ⊳C be the quotient of the
free P-algebra P ◦ (A⊗C) by the ideal I generated by the relations
γA
(
p ⊗Sn (y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yn)
)
⊗ x ∼
∑
(−1)
∑
i<j |x(i) ||yj |p ⊗Sn
(
(y1 ⊗ x(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ (yn ⊗ x(n))
)
γA (p)⊗ x ∼ ǫ(x)p for any p ∈ P (0) ,
with ∆n−1(x) =
∑
x(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ x(n).
Theorem . The category of P-algebras is tensored-cotensored-enriched over the category uCocom of
counital cocommutative coalgebras. The right aion is given by the funor − ⊳− and the left coaion
is given by the funor [−,−]. We denote the enrichment by {−,−}.
Proof. Since the funor [−,−] defines a coaion of the category of counital cocommutative coal-
gebras on the category of P-algebras, since the funor [−,A] sends colimits to limits and since
the funor [C ,−] is left adjoint to the funor − ⊳C , then we can conclude by Proposition . 
Let us describe {A ,A ′} for two P-algebras A and A ′. This is the final sub-coalgebra of the
cofree cocommutative coalgebra F([A,A′ ]) such that the following diagram commutes
{A ,A ′} //
(ǫ,Id,∆,...)

[A,A′]
∏
n≥0{A ,A
′}⊗n/Sn //
∏
n≥0[A,A
′]⊗n/Sn // [P ◦A,P ◦A′] // [P ◦A,A′ ] .
where the map
∏
n≥0[A,A
′]⊗n/Sn → [P ◦A,P ◦A′] sends f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn to IdP (n) ⊗Sn (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn).
... Enrichment of C -coalgebras over coalgebras. Let C = (C,∆,ǫ,1,d,θ) be a curved conilpotent
cooperad.
For any C -coalgebra D = (D,∆D ) and any counital cocommutative coalgebra E = (E ,∆E ,ǫ), the
tensor produ D⊗E has a struure of C -coalgebra given by
D⊗E
⊕
n∆n⊗∆
n−1
//
⊕
n(C(n)⊗Sn D
⊗n)⊗E⊗n //
⊕
n C(n)⊗Sn (D⊗E)
⊗n .
Theorem . The category C −cog of C -coalgebras is tensored-cotensored-enriched over the category of
cocommutative counital coalgebras. The right aion is given by the construion −⊗−. We denote the
left coaion by 〈−,−〉 and the enrichment by {−,−}.
Proof. The assignment D ,E 7→ D ⊗ E defines a right aion of the category of counital cocommu-
tative coalgebras on the category of C -coalgebras. Moreover, the funor D ⊗ − and the funor
−⊗ E preserve colimits. We conclude by Proposition . 
If D and D ′ are two C -coalgebras, then the cocommutative counital hom coalgebra {D ,D ′} is
the final sub-coalgebra of the cofree counital cocommutative coalgebra F([D,D′ ]) over the chain
complex [D,D′] such that the following diagram commutes.
{D ,D ′} //
(ǫ,Id,∆,...)

[D,D′]
∏
n≥0{D ,D
′}⊗n/Sn //
∏
n≥0[D,D
′]⊗n/Sn // [C ◦D,C ◦D′] // [D,C ◦D′]
... Morphisms are atoms.
Proposition . For any two P-algebras A and A ′, the dg atoms of the cocommutative coalgebra
{A ,A ′} are the morphisms of P-algebras from A to A ′. Similarly, for any two C -coalgebras D and
D ′, the dg atoms of the cocommutative coalgebra {D ,D ′} are the morphisms of C -coalgebras from D to
D ′.
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Proof. We have
homuCocom(K, {A ,A
′}) ≃ homP−alg(A ⊳K,A
′) ≃ homP−alg(A ,A
′) .

... Nonsymmetric context. In the nonsymmetric context, we can get rid of the cocommutativity
condition.
Proposition .
⊲ IfP is a nonsymmetric operad, then the category ofP-algebras is tensored-cotensored-enriched
over the category uCog of counital coassociative coalgebras.
⊲ If C is a nonsymmetric conilpotent curved cooperad, then the category of C -coalgebras is
tensored-cotensored-enriched over the category uCog of counital coassociative coalgebras.
We denote by {−,−}ns these two enrichments over counital coassociative coalgebras.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem  and of Theorem . 
The inclusion funor uCocom →֒ uCog is a left adjoint (since it preserves colimits). Let R be
its right adjoint. It sends any counital coassociative coalgebra to its final cocommutative subcoal-
gebra.
Proposition . For any P-algebras A and A ′, the cocommutative coalgebra, {A ,A ′} is the final
cocommutative subcoalgebra R({A ,A ′}ns) of {A ,A ′}ns. Similarly, for any C -coalgebras D and D ′, the
cocommutative coalgebra, {D ,D ′} is the final cocommutative subcoalgebra R({D ,D ′ }ns) of {D ,D ′}ns.
Proof. For any cocommutative coalgebra E , we have:
homuCocom(E , {A ,A
′}) ≃ homP−alg(A ⊳E ,A
′) ≃ homuCog(E , {A ,A
′}ns) ≃ homuCocom(E ,R({A ,A
′}ns)) .
Since these isomorphisms are funorial, R({A ,A ′}ns) is isomorphic to {A ,A ′}. 
.. Simplicial enrichment. In this seion, we recall the fa that the Sullivan polynomials
forms algebras allow one to enrich the category of algebras over an operad. See for instance
[Hin].
... General case. Let A be a unital commutative K-algebra. The funor A ⊗ − : dgMod →
dgModA is strong symmetric monoidal and comonoidal. Hence it induces several funors:
⊲ from operads to operads enriched in A-modules,
⊲ from cooperads to cooperads enriched in A-modules,
⊲ from P-algebras (in the category of K-modules) to A⊗P-algebras (in the category of
A-modules),
⊲ from C -coalgebras (in the category ofK-modules) to A⊗C -coalgebras (in the category of
A-modules).
Applying this to the case of the Sullivan algebras of polynomial forms on standard simplicies
leads us to the following proposition.
Proposition . Let P be a dg operad and let C be a curved conilpotent cooperad. The category of
P-algebras and the category of C -coalgebras are enriched in simplicial sets as follows:
HOM(A ,A ′)n := homP−alg(A ,Ωn ⊗A
′) ≃ homΩn⊗P−alg(Ωn ⊗A ,Ωn ⊗A
′) ,
HOM(D ,D ′)n := homΩn⊗C−cog(Ωn ⊗D ,Ωn ⊗D
′) .
Proof. The only point that needs to be cleared up is the simplicial struure on HOM(D ,D ′).
Let φ : [m] → [n] be a map between finite ordinals . We want to define φ∗ : HOM(D ,D ′ )n →
HOM(D ,D ′ )m. An element of HOM(D ,D ′ )n is a morphism of graded K-modules f from D to
Ωn ⊗D
′ such that f dD = (dΩn ⊗ IdD′ + IdΩn ⊗ dD′ ) and such that the following diagrams commute
D
∆

f // Ωn ⊗D
′
Id⊗∆

C ◦D
Id◦f
// C ◦ (Ωn ⊗D) // Ωn ⊗ (C ◦D′) ,
D
f //
θD

Ωn ⊗D
′
IdA⊗θD′

K // Ωn ,
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where the map C ◦ (Ωn ⊗D′)→Ωn ⊗ (C ◦D′) in the first diagram is the following map
x⊗Sk
(
(a1 ⊗ x1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (ak ⊗ xk)
)
7→ (−1)|x|(
∑
|ai |)(−1)
∑
i>j |ai ||xj |(a1 · · ·ak)⊗
(
x⊗Sk (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xk)
)
.
Then, φ∗(f ) = (Ω[φ]⊗ Id)f where Ω[φ] :Ωn →Ωm is the struural map induced by φ. 
Proposition . For any simplicial set X which is the colimit of a finite diagram of simplicies ∆[n] and
for any P-algebras A and A ′, we have:
homsSet(X,HOM(A ,A
′)) ≃ homP−alg(A ,ΩX ⊗A
′) .
Proof. It suffices to notice that the funor from commutative algebras to R ⊗P-algebras R 7→
R⊗A ′ preserves finite limits. 
Remark . The enrichment of the category of P-algebras and of the category of C -coalgebras
over simplicial sets that we described above is a part of a more general enrichment over funors
from the category of unital commutative algebras to simplicial sets:
R 7→ (homP−alg(A ,Ωn ⊗R⊗B))n∈N
R 7→ (homΩn⊗R⊗C −cog(Ωn ⊗R⊗D ,Ωn ⊗R⊗D
′) .)n∈N .
... Nonsymmetric context. In the nonsymmetric context, we can use some associative algebras
instead of the commutative Sullivan algebras to define a simplicial enrichment. Let Λn be the
linear dual of the Dold-Kan coalgebra over the standard simplex:
Λn := DK
c(∆[n])∗ .
This defines a simplicial unital associative algebra.
Besides, let P be a nonsymmetric dg operad. For any P-algebra A = (A,γA ), and for any
associative algebra A, A⊗A has a canonical struure of P-algebra.
Definition  (Nonsymmetric simplicial enrichment of algebras over an operad). For any two
P-algebras A and B, let HOMns(A ,B) be the following simplicial set:
HOMns(A ,B)n := homP−alg(A ,Λn ⊗B) .
This defines a simplicial enrichment of the category of P-algebras over simplicial sets.
Let C be a nonsymmetric curved conilpotent cooperad. For any associative algebra A and
for any two C -coalgebras D = (D,∆D ) and E = (E ,∆E ), we denote by homA,C (D ,E ) the set of
morphisms of graded K-modules f from D to A⊗E which commute with the coderivations such
that the following diagrams commute.
D
f //
∆

A⊗E
IdA⊗∆E

C ◦ns D // C ◦ns (A⊗E) // A⊗ (C ◦ns E)
D
f //
θD

A⊗E
IdA⊗θE

K // A
Definition  (Nonsymmetric simplicial enrichment of coalgebras over a curved cooperad). For
any two C -coalgebras D and D ′, let HOMns(D ,D ′)n be the following simplicial set:
HOMns(D ,D ′)n := homΛn,C (D ,D
′ ) .
This defines a simplicial enrichment of the category of C -coalgebras over simplicial sets.
These simplicial enrichments are related to the enrichments over coassociative coalgebras that
we described above.
Proposition . For any two P-algebras A and B and for any two C -coalgebras D and D ′, we have
funorial isomorphisms
HOMns(A ,B) ≃ N({A ,B}ns) ,
HOMns(D ,D ′) ≃ N({D ,D ′}ns) .
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Proof. The proof for P-algebras is straightforward. Let us prove the result for the C -coalgebras.
A morphism of graded K-modules f from D to Λn ⊗D
′ is equivalent to a morphism from D ⊗
DKc(∆[n]) to D′. In that context, f belongs to homΛn ,C (D ,D
′) if and only if the corresponding
morphism from D⊗DKc(∆[n]) to D′ is a morphism of C -coalgebras. So
HOMns(A ,B)n := homΛn ,C (D ,D
′) ≃ homC −cog(D ⊗DK
c(∆[n]),D ′ )
≃ homuCog(DK
c(∆[n]), {D ,D ′ }ns) ≃ homsSet(∆[n],N({D ,D
′}ns)) .

. Bar-cobar adjunctions
The usual bar-cobar adjunion relates nonunital algebras to non-counital conilpotent coalge-
bras, see [LV, Chapter ]. It can be extended to nonunital operads and conilpotent cooperads,
see [GJ]. Besides, as a dire consequence of the work of Hirsh and Millès, [HM], there exists
an adjunion à la bar-cobar relating unital algebras with curved conilpotent coalgebras. We ex-
tend it to operads and curved conilpotent cooperads.
The bar-cobar adjunion Ωu ⊣ Bc is a tool to compute resolutions of operads. But it has other
aspes: any morphism of operads from the cobar construion ΩuC of a curved conilpotent
cooperad C to an operad P gives rise to a new adjunion à la bar cobar between C -coalgebras
and P-algebras.
.. Operadic bar-cobar construion. The usual operadic bar-cobar adjunion (see [LV, Chap-
ter ]) relates augmented operads to differential graded conilpotent cooperads. The bar construc-
tion BP of an operad P does use the augmentation of P as it is the graded cofree cooperad on
the suspension of P . If P is not augmented, one can try to add an element to P whose boundary
is the unit of P and try the same computation. This is the new bar-construion; its output is no
more a differential graded cooperad but a curved cooperad.
The new curved bar funor Bc has also a left adjoint Ωu whose formula looks like the usual
operadic cobar funor. Again, as in [LV, Chapter ], this adjunion is related to a notion of
twisting morphism.
Definition  (Operadic bar construion). The operadic bar construion of a dg operad P =
(P ,γP ,1) is the curved conilpotent cooperad BcP = (Tc(sP ⊕K · v),D,θ) where sP is the sus-
pension of the S-module P and where v is an arity 1, degree 2 element. It is equipped with the
coderivation D which extends the following map from T(sP ⊕K · v) to sP ⊕K · v:
T(sP ⊕ v)→T≤2(sP ⊕ v)→ sP ⊕ v
sx 7→ −sdPx
sx⊗ sy 7→ (−1)|x|sγP (x⊗ y)
v 7→ s1 .
It has the following curvature map :
θ :T(sP ⊕ v)→ sP ⊕K · v →K · v →K
v 7→ 1 .
Proposition . The map θ is aually a curvature for the coderivation, that is D2 = (θ⊗Id−Id⊗θ)∆2.
Proof. Let π be the projeion from BcP to sP . By Proposition , it suffices to prove that πD2 =
(θ ⊗π −π ⊗ θ)∆2. This is a straightforward calculation. 
Definition  (Operadic cobar construion). The operadic cobar construion of a curved conilpo-
tent cooperad C = (C,∆,ǫ,1,θ) is the dg operadΩuC = (Ts−1C,D) where D is the following degree
−1 derivation
s−1x 7→ θ(x)1− s−1dx−
∑
(−1)|x(1) |s−1x(1) ⊗ s
−1x(2) .
where ∆2(x) =
∑
x1 ⊗ x2.
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Proposition . The derivation D squares to zero.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for any element of the form s−1x, which is a straightforward
calculation. 
Definition  (Operadic twisting morphism). Let C = (C,∆,ǫ,1,d,θ) be a curved conilpotent co-
operad and let P = (P ,γP ,1P ,d) be a dg operad. An operadic twisting morphism from C to P is
a degree −1 map of S-modules (orN-modules in the nonsymmetric case):
α : C → P
such that
∂(α) + γ(α⊗α)∆2 =Θ
where Θ(x) = θ(x)1P , for any x ∈ C . We denote by Tw(C ,P) the set of operadic twisting mor-
phisms from C to P .
Proposition . We have the following funorial isomorphisms:
homOperad(ΩuC ,P) ≃ Tw(C ,P) ≃ homcCoop(C ,BcP) .
Proof. Proving the existence of the funorial isomorphism homOperad(ΩuC ,P) ≃ Tw(C ,P) is
similar to the proof of [HM, ..]. Let us show that we have a funorial isomorphism Tw(C ,P) ≃
homcCoop(C ,BcP). Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. We obtain a degree zero
map from C to sP ⊕K · v as follows:
C → sP ⊕K · v
c 7→ sα(x) + θC (x) .
This induces a morphism of graded cooperads fα : C → BcP = Tc(sP ⊕K · v) such that θC =
θBcP fα. Since ∂(α) + γP (α ⊗ α)∆2 = Θ, then fα commutes with the coderivations and so is a
morphism of curved cooperads. Conversely, from any morphism of curved cooperads f from C
to BcP , one obtains a twisting morphism as follows:
C
f // BcP // // sP //P .
The two construions that we described are inverse one to another. 
Hence, the funors Ωu and Bc realize an adjunion between the category of dg operads and
the category of curved conilpotent cooperads.
cCoop
Ωu //
Operad
Bc
oo
.. Twisted produs. Let α : C →P be an operadic twisting morphism.
Definition  (TwistedP-module). For any C -comoduleD , let P◦αD be the freePgrad -module
P ◦D equipped with the unique derivation which extends the map
D→ P ◦D
x 7→ dD(x)− (α ◦ Id)∆(x) .
Definition  (Twisted C -comodule). For any P-module A , let C ◦α A be the cofree C grad -
comodule C ◦A equipped with a unique coderivation which extends the map
C ◦A→A
x 7→
(
dA(ǫC ◦ Id) + γA (α ◦ Id)
)
(x) .
Proposition . The derivation ofP◦αD squares to zero. Hence, P◦αD is a dgP-module. Similarly,
the coderivation of C ◦α A squares to (θ ◦ Id)∆. Hence, C ◦α A is a C -comodule.
Proof. To prove the first point, it suffices to show that πD2 = 0, which is astraightforward calcula-
tion. To prove the second point, it suffices to show that πD2 = (θ ◦ Id), which is a straightforward
calculation. 
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Definition  (Twistingmorphism relative to an operadic twistingmorphism). For anyC -comodule
D = (D,∆D ) and any P-module A = (A,γA ) an α-twisting morphism from D to A is a degree 0
map φ :D→A such that
∂(φ) + γA(α ◦φ)∆C = 0 .
We denote by Twα(D ,A ) the set of α-twisting morphisms from D to A .
Proposition . There are funorial isomorphisms
homP−mod(P ◦α D ,A ) ≃ Twα(D ,A ) ≃ homC −comod(D ,C ◦α A )
for any C -comodule D and any P-module A .
Proof. The proof is similar to [LV, ..]. 
.. Bar-cobar adjunion for algebras over an operad and coalgebras over a cooperad. Fol-
lowing [LV, Chapter ], we call the previous funors respeively the bar construion for
P-algebras and the cobar construion for C -coalgebras.
Definition  (Bar construion and cobar construion relatives to an operadic twisting mor-
phism). Let α : C →P be an operadic twisting morphism. The α-bar construion is the funor
from P-algebras to C -coalgebras defined by:
BαA := C ◦α A .
The α-cobar construion is the funor from C -coalgebras to P-algebras defined by:
ΩαD := P ◦α D .
We already know, by Proposition  that Ωα is left adjoint to Bα . Moreover, this adjunion is
enriched over cocommutative coalgebras and simplicial sets.
Proposition . The funors Ωα and Bα induce funorial isomorphisms of counital cocommutative
coalgebras and of simplicial sets:
{ΩαD ,A } ≃ {C,BαA } , HOM(ΩαD ,A ) ≃HOM(D ,BαA ) ,
for any C -coalgebra D and any P-algebra A ;
Lemma . We have a funorial isomorphism:
Twα(D ⊗ E ,A ) ≃ Twα(D , [E ,A ]) .
for any C -coalgebra D , any P-algebra A and any counital cocommutative coalgebra E .
Proof. The set of morphisms of graded K-modules from D ⊗ E to A is in bijeion with the set
of morphisms of graded K-modules from D to [E ,A]. This bijeion and its inverse preserve α-
twisting morphisms. 
Proof of Proposition . On the one hand, for any cocommutative coalgebra E , we have:
homuCocom(E , {ΩαD ,A }) ≃ homP−alg(ΩαD , [E ,A ])
≃ Twα(D , [E ,A ]) ≃ Twα(D ⊗ E ,A )
≃ homC−cog(D ⊗ E ,BαA )
≃ homuCocom(E , {D ,BαA }) .
On the other hand, there is a funorial isomorphism HOM(ΩαD ,A ) ≃ HOM(D ,BαA ) because
the bar-cobar adjunion still works when we work with Ωn as base ring instead ofK.

. Homotopy theory of algebras over an operad
In this seion, we recall a result of Hinichstating that for any dg operadP , the category ofP-
algebras admits a projeive model struure whose weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms
(see [Hin] and [BM]). Moreover, we show that the simplicial enrichment of the category of
P-algebras that we described above gives models for the mapping spaces. Finally, we show that
the enrichment over cocommutative coalgebras introduced in Seion  encodes deformation of
morphisms of P-algebras.
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.. Model struure on algebras over an operad. We recall here results about model struures
on the category of algebras over an operad.
Definition  (Right induced model struures). Consider the following adjunion.
C
L //
D
R
oo
Suppose that C admits a cofibrantly generated model struure. We say that D admits a model
struure right induced by the adjunion L ⊣ R if it admits a model struure whose weak equiv-
alences (resp. fibrations) are the morphisms f such that R(f ) is a weak equivalence (resp. a fi-
bration) and whose generating cofibrations (resp. generating acyclic cofibrations) are the images
under L of the generating cofibrations (resp. generating acyclic cofibrations) of C.
Definition  (Admissible operad). An operad P is said to be admissible if the category of P-
algebras admits a projeive model struure, that is a model struure right induced by the ad-
junion
dgMod
P◦− //
P −algoo
whose right adjoint is the forgetful funor.
Theorem . [Hin] Any nonsymmetric operad is admissible. When the charaeristic of the fieldK is
zero, then any operad is admissible.
.. Mapping spaces. The simplicial enrichments of the category of P-algebras described above
give us models for the mapping spaces.
Proposition . Suppose that the charaeristic of the fieldK is zero. Let P be a dg operad. The assign-
ment A ,A ′ 7→ HOM(A ,A ′) (resp. A ,A ′ 7→ HOM(A ,A ′)ns in the nonsymmetric context) defines
an homotopical enrichment of the category of P-algebras over the category of simplicial sets. Moreover,
for any cofibrant P-algebra A and any fibrant P-algebra A ′, the simplicial set HOM(A ,A ′) (resp.
HOM(A ,A ′)ns in the nonsymmetric context) is a model of the mapping space Map(A ,A ′).
Remark . The charaeristic zero assumption is not necessary in the nonsymmetric context.
Proof. Let f : A →A ′ and g : B →B′ be respeively a cofibration and a fibration of P-algebras.
Let h : X → Y be a monomorphism of simplicial sets. We suppose that X and Y are colimits of
finite diagrams made up of simplicies ∆[n]. Consider a square as follows.
X //

HOM(A ′ ,B)

Y // HOM(A ′ ,B′ )×HOM(A ,B′)HOM(A ,B)
By Proposition , it induces the following square
A //

ΩY ⊗B

A′ // ΩY ⊗B
′ ×ΩX⊗B′ ΩX ⊗B ,
which has a lifting whenever f , g or h is a weak equivalence; indeed, by Propostion , the map
ΩY →ΩX is a fibration and it is an acyclic fibration whenever h is an acyclic cofibration. Besides,
to prove that HOM(A ,A ′) is a model of the mapping space Map(A ,A ′), it suffices to notice that
{Ωn ⊗A
′}n∈N is a Reedy fibrant resolution of the constant simplicial P-algebra A ′ . The result in
the nonsymmetric context can be proven in a similar way. 
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.. Deformation theory of morphisms of algebras over an operad. We know that the category
of P-algebras is enriched over the category uCocom of cocommutative coalgebras. In this sub-
seion, we show that for any P-algebras A and B, the cocommutative coalgebra {A ,B} encodes
the deformation theory of morphisms from A to B. We suppose in this subseion that the field
K is algebraically closed.
Any morphism of P-algebras f : A →B defines a defomation problem Def(f ).
Artin−alg→ sSet
R 7→Map(A ,B ⊗R)×hMap(A ,B) {f } ≃HOM(A ,B ⊗R)×HOM(A ,B) {f } .
The following theorem is a dire consequence of a result by Chuang, Lazarev and Mannan
([CLM, Theorem .]). It is proven in Appendix.
Theorem . Suppose that the base field K is algebraically closed and that its charaeristic is zero. Let
C = (C,∆,ǫ) be a dg cocommutative coalgebra over an algebraically closed field of charaeristic zero and
let A be its set of graded atoms. There exists a unique decomposition C ≃
⊕
a∈ACa where Ca is a sub-
coalgebra of C which contains a and which belongs to the category uNilCocom. Moreover, a morphism
of dg cocommutative coalgebras f :
⊕
a∈ACa →
⊕
b∈BDb is the data of a funion φ : A→ B and of a
morphism fa : Ca →Dφ(a) for any a ∈ A.
We know from Proposition  that a morphism f of P-algebras from A to B is a dg atom
of the cocommutative coalgebra {A ,B}. Applying Theorem  to the cocommutative coalgebra
{A ,B}, we obtain the conilpotent cocommutative coalgebra {A ,B}f . This is in particular an
Hinich coalgebra which encodes a deformation problem R 7→Map(R∗, {A ,B}f ). We show in the
next proposition that this deformation problem is Def(f ).
Theorem . Suppose that A is a cofibrant P-algebra. Then, the deformation problem induced by the
conilpotent cocommutative coalgebra {A ,B}f is Def (f ).
Lemma . If A is a cofibrant P-algebra, the simplicial Hinich coalgebra
{A ,Ωn ⊗B}f
is a Reedy fibrant replacement of the constant simplicial Hinich coalgebra {A ,B}f .
Proof. Let g : X→ Y be a monomorphism of simplicial sets which are finite colimits of standard
simplicies ∆[n]. Let h : C1 → C2 be amonomorphism of Hinich coalgebras. Consider the following
square:
C1

// {A ,ΩY ⊗B}f
{A ,Ω[g]⊗B}

C2
// {A ,ΩX ⊗B}f .
Any morphism of cocommutative coalgebras from a conilpotent cocommutative coalgebra C to
{A ,B} such that the atom of C targets the atom f of {A ,B} is a morphism from C to {A ,B}f .
So, lifting the previous square amounts to lift the following square of P-algebras.
∅ //

[C2,ΩY ⊗B]

A // [C1,ΩY ⊗B]×[C1,ΩX⊗B] [C2,ΩY ⊗B]
This is possible whenever, g or h is a weak equivalence, since any weak equivalence of Hinich
coalgebras is in particular a quasi-isomorphism. So, in particular, any face map {A ,Ωn+1 ⊗B} →
{A ,Ωn ⊗B} is an acyclic fibration of Hinich coalgebras and, for any integer n ∈N, the morphism
{A ,Ωn ⊗B} → {A ,Ω∂∆[n] ⊗B} is a fibration. 
Proof of Theorem . By Lemma , the deformation problem induced by the Hinich coalgebra {A ,B}f
is equivalent to the following deformation problem:
R ∈ Artin−alg 7→ (homHinich−cog(R
∗, {A ,Ωn ⊗B}f )n∈N .
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We have:
homHinich−cog(R
∗, {A ,Ωn ⊗B}f ) ≃ homuCocom(R
∗, {A ,Ωn ⊗B})×homuCocom(K,{A ,Ωn⊗B}) {f }
≃ homP−alg(A ⊳R
∗,Ωn ⊗B)×homP−alg(A ,Ωn⊗B) {f }
≃ homP−alg(A ,R⊗Ωn ⊗B)×homP−alg(A ,Ωn⊗B) {f } .
Since the simplicial sets (homP−alg(A ,R⊗Ωn ⊗B))n∈N and (homP−alg(A ,Ωn ⊗B))n∈N are Kan
complexes and models of respeively Map(A ,R⊗B) and Map(A ,B) and since the map between
them is a fibration, then the simplicial set
(homP−alg(A ,R⊗Ωn ⊗B)×homP−alg(A ,Ωn⊗B) {f })n∈N
is a model of the homotopy pullback Map(A ,R⊗B)×hMap(A ,B) {f }. 
. Model structures on coalgebras over a cooperad
In this seion, we show that, for any operadic twisting morphism α : C → P , the projeive
model struure on the category of P-algebras can be transferred through the cobar construion
funor Ωα to the category of C -coalgebras. This result is in the vein of similar results by Hinich
[Hin], Lefevre-Hasegawa [LH], Vallette [Val] and Positselski [Pos]. However, we use a
new method for the proof that uses the presentability of the category of algebras over an operad
and of the category of coalgebras over a curved conilpotent cooperad; specifically, we use a theo-
rem proved by Bayeh, Hess, Karpova, Kedziorek, Riehl and Shipley in [BHK+] and [HKRS].
.. Model struure induced by a twisting morphism.
Definition  (Left induced model struures). Consider the following adjunion.
C
L //
D
R
oo
Suppose that D admits a model struure. We say that C admits a model struure left induced by
the adjunion L ⊣ R if it admits a model struure whose weak equivalences (resp. cofibrations)
are the morphisms f such that L(f ) is a weak equivalence (resp. a cofibration).
Here is the main theorem of the present article.
Theorem . Let P be a dg operad, let C be a curved conilpotent cooperad and let α be an operadic
twisting morphism between them. Suppose that the charaeristic of the base field K is zero. We know
that the category of P-algebras admits a projeive model struure. Then, the category of C -coalgebras
admits a model struure left induced by the adjunion Ωα ⊣ Bα. We call it the α-model struure. In
the nonsymmetric context, we can drop the assumption that the charaeristic of the field K is zero.
To prove this theorem, we will use the following result.
Theorem . [BHK+][HKRS] Consider an adjunion
C
L //
M
R
oo
between presentable categories. Suppose thatM is endowed with a cofibrantly generated model struure.
Then, there exists a left induced model struure on C if the morphisms which have the right lifting
property with respe to left induced cofibrations are left induced weak equivalences. In particular, this
is true if the category C has a cofibrant replacement funor, and if any cofibrant obje has a cylinder.
From now on, a weak equivalence (resp. cofibration) of C -coalgebras is a morphism whose image
under Ωα is a weak equivalence (resp. cofibration). An acyclic cofibration is a morphism which is
both a cofibration and a weak equivalence. A fibration is a morphism which has the right lifting
property with respe to all acyclic cofibrations and an acyclic fibration is a morphism which is
both a fibration and a weak equivalence. Here is the proof.
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Proof of Theorem . Proposition  ensures us that the cofibrations of the category ofC -coalgebras
are the monomorphisms. Hence, any obje is cofibrant. Then, Propostion  provides us with a
cylinder for any obje if the charaeristic ofK is zero. In the nonsymmetric context, Proposition
 provides us with a cylinder. We conclude by Theorem . 
.. Cofibrations.
Proposition . The class of cofibrations of C -coalgebras is the class of monomorphisms.
Lemma . Let f : D → E be a monomorphism of C -coalgebras such that ∆(E) ⊂ C ◦ f (D). Then, f is
a cofibration.
Proof. We can decompose the gradedK-module E as E =D⊕F . The coderivation dE corresponds
then to the following matrix. (
dD φ
0 dF
)
Consider the following diagram of P-algebras:
P ◦ (s−1F ) //
 _
P (φ)

ΩαD
P ◦ (s−1F ⊕F )
where the horizontal map sends s−1x to φ(x) + (α ◦ Id)∆(x). The vertical map is a cofibration and
f is the pushout of this vertical map along the horizontal map. Hence, f is a cofibration. 
Proof of Proposition . Let f : D → E be a cofibration. Then Ωα(f ) it is a monomorphism. Since
the following square is commutative, then f is a monomorphism.
ΩαD // ΩαE
D
OO
// E
OO
Conversely, if f is a monomorphism, then, it can be decomposed into the transfinite composition
of the maps fn = D + F
rad
n−1E → D + F
rad
n E . Since the maps fn satisfy the conditions of Lemma ,
they are cofibrations. So f is a cofibration. 
.. Filtered quasi-isomorphism.
Definition  (Filtered quasi-isomorphism). Let D and E be two C -coalgebras. A morphism of
C -coalgebras f from D to E is said to be a filtered quasi-isomorphism if the induced morphisms
between the graded complexes relative to the coradical filtrations are quasi-isomorphisms, that
is, if for any integer n, the morphism from Gradn D to G
rad
n E is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proposition . If the charaeristic ofK is zero, a filtered quasi-isomorphism is a weak equivalence of
C -coalgebras. The charaeristic zero assumption is not necessary in the nonsymmetric context.
We will use the following classical result.
Theorem . [ML, XI..] Let f : A→ B be a map of filtered chain complexes. Suppose that the
filtrations are bounded below and exhaustive. If for any integer n, the map GnA → GnB is a quasi-
isomorphism, then f is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof of Proposition . Consider the following filtration on ΩαD (resp. ΩαE )
FnΩαD = P (0)⊕
∑
k≥1
p1+···+pk=n
P (k)⊗Sk
(
Fradp1 D⊗ · · · ⊗ F
rad
pk
D
)
.
It is clear that Ωα(f ) sends FnΩαD to FnΩαE for any integer n. Moreover, we have
GnΩαD =
∑
k≥1
p1+···+pk=n
P (k)⊗Sk
(
Gradp1 D⊗ · · · ⊗G
rad
pk
D
)
.
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Then, by the operadic Kunneth formula, Gn(Ωα(f )) : GnΩαD → GnΩαE is a quasi-isomorphism
for any n ∈N. Hence, by Theorem ,Ωu (f ) is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Remark . The coradical filtration is not the only filtrationwhose notion of filtered quasi-isomorphism
gives us weak equivalences. An exhaustive filtration (FnD)n∈N is called admissible if:
∆(FnD) ⊂
∑
p0+p1+···+pk=n F
rad
0 C ⊗Sk
(
Fp1D⊗ · · · ⊗ FpkD
)
,
d(FnD) ⊂ FnD ,
d2(FnD) ⊂ Fn−1D .
Using similar arguments as in the proof just above, we can prove that a filtered quasi-isomorphism
with respe to two admissible filtrations is a weak equivalence.
.. Cylinder obje.
Proposition . Let D = (D,∆D ) be a C -coalgebra. Let A = (A,γA ) be a cylinder of Ωα(D) such that
the struural map p : A →Ωα(D) is an acyclic fibration. The following diagram
BαΩα(D ⊕D) // Bα(A )
Bαp // BαΩα(D)
D ⊕D
OO
// E
OO
// D
OO
where E := Bα(A )×Bα(ΩαD) D , provides us with a cylinder E = (E ,∆E ) for the C -coalgebra D .
Lemma . The pullback E is the final sub-graded C grad -coalgebra of BαA whose image in BαΩαD is
in the image of the morphism D → BαΩαD .
Proof. Let F = (F ,∆F ) be the final sub-graded C grad -coalgebra of BαA whose image in BαΩαD
is in the image of the morphism D → BαΩαD . Proving that F is the underlying C
grad-coalgebra
of E amounts to prove that F isstable under the coderivation D of BαA . We prove it by induion
on the coradical filtration of F . First, by the maximality property of F , Frad0 F is stable under D.
Then suppose that Fradn F is stable under D for an integer n ≥ 0. Let x be an element of F
rad
n+1F . On
the one hand Bα(p)D(x) = D(Bα(p)(x)). Since Bα(p)(x) is in the image of D and since this image is
stable under the coderivation of BαΩαD , then Bα(p)D(x) is the image of D . On the other hand,
we have
∆(D(x)) = (dC ◦ Id + Id ◦
′ D)∆(x) .
So, since ∆(x)−1C ⊗x ∈ C ◦ (Fradn F ), and since F
rad
n F is stable under D by the induivity assump-
tion, then
∆(D(x))− 1C ⊗D(x) = (dC ◦ Id + Id ◦
′ D)(∆(x)− 1C ⊗ x) ∈ C ◦ (F
rad
n F ) .
By these two points, F +K·D(x) is a sub- graded C grad -coalgebra of Bα(A ) whose image in BαΩαD
is in the image of D . By the maximality property of F , then D(x) ∈ F . So, Fradn+1F is stable under
D. Hence, by induion F is stable under D. 
To prove Proposition , we will show that the pullback map E → D is a filtered quasi-
isomorphism. Since ΩαD is a cofibrant P-algebra, there exists a right inverse q : ΩαD → A
to the acyclic fibration p : A → ΩαD . Then, let us decompose A as A = ΩαD ⊕ K. The chain
complex K is acyclic. So, let h : K→ K be a degree 1 map such that ∂(h) = IdK. It can be extended
to a map
BαA ։A։ K→A
x 7→ h(x) .
The zero map is a coderivation on the graded cooperad C grad . Then, let Dh be the degree 1
coderivation of (BαA )grad relative to the zero coderivation on C grad and whose projeion on A is
h. In other words, Dh = IdC ◦′ h.
Lemma . The sub-C -coalgebra E of BαA is stable under Dh.
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Proof. By Lemma , it suffices to prove that the final sub-graded C grad -coalgebra of BαA whose
image in BαΩαD lies inside D , is stable under Dh. To that purpose, we use the same arguments
as in the proof of Lemma  and the fa that Bα(p)Dh = 0. 
Proof of Proposition . Since the map D ⊕D → E is a monomorphism and so a cofibration, it
suffices to show that the map E → D is a weak equivalence. We show that it is a filtered quasi-
isomorphism. Let n ∈N ; let us show that the map GnE → GnD is a quasi-isomorphism. To that
purpose, consider the following filtration on BαA :
F′kBαA :=
∑
i≤k
C ⊗S (K
⊗i ⊗ (ΩαD)
⊗j )
This filtration is stable under the coderivations d and Dh and it induces a filtration on Gradn E . It
is clear that the morphism G′0G
rad
n E → G
rad
n D is an isomorphism. Moreover, for any integer k ≥ 1,
∂(Dh) = k.Id on G
′
kG
rad
n E . Since the charaeristic ofK is zero, G
′
kG
rad
n E is acyclic. By Theorem ,
the map GnE → GnD is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Proposition . In the nonsymmetric context, D ⊗DKc(∆[1]) provides us with a cylinder for the C -
coalgebra D .
Proof. Since Gradn (D ⊗ DK
c(∆[1])) = Gradn (D) ⊗ DK
c(∆[1]) and since the map DKc(∆[1]) → K is
a quasi-isomorphism, then D ⊗ DKc(∆[1]) → D is a filtered quasi-isomorphism and so a weak
equivalence. 
.. Simplicial enrichment in the nonsymmetric context.
Proposition . In the nonsymmetric context, the assignment D ,D ′ 7→ HOMns(D ,D ′ ) defines an
homotopical enrichment of the category of C -coalgebras together its α-model struure over the category
of simplicial sets. Moreover, if D ′ is fibrant HOMns(D ,D ′) provides a model for the mapping space
Map(D ,D ′ ).
Proof. Let f : D → D ′ be a cofibration of C -coalgebras, let g : E → E ′ be a fibration of C -
coalgebras and let h : X → Y be a cofibration (i.e. a monomorphism) of simplicial sets. Consider
the following square.
X //

HOMns(D ′ ,E )

Y // HOMns(D ′ ,E ′)×HOMns(D ,E ′)HOM
ns(D ,E )
It induces a square
D ′ ⊗DKc(X)
∐
D⊗DKc (X)D ⊗DK
c(Y) //

E

D ′ ⊗DKc(Y) // E ′ .
The left vertical map is a monomorphism and so a cofibration.
⊲ If the morphism g : E → E ′ is an acyclic fibration, then the square has a lifting.
⊲ Suppose that the morphism h : X → Y is an acyclic cofibration. Then the morphism
D ⊗DKc(X) → D ⊗DKc(Y) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism and a cofibration, so it is an
acyclic cofibration. Hence, its pushout D ′ ⊗DKc(X)→D ′ ⊗DKc(X)
∐
D⊗DKc (X)D ⊗DK
c(Y)
is also an acyclic cofibration. Moreover, the map D ′ ⊗DKc(X)→ D ′ ⊗DKc(Y) is a filtered
quasi-isomorphism and so a weak equivalence. So, by the -out-of- rule, the morphism
D ′ ⊗ DKc(X)
∐
D⊗DKc (X)D ⊗ DK
c(Y) → D ′ ⊗ DKc(Y) is a weak equivalence. Since, it is a
cofibration, it is an acyclic cofibration and the square has a lifting.
⊲ Suppose that the morphism f : D → D ′ is an acyclic cofibration. Then, the morphism
D ⊗DKc(X)→D ′⊗DKc(X) is an acyclic cofibration. This is a consequence of the fa that,
Ωα(D ⊗DKc(X)) = (ΩαD)⊳DKc(X), and that for any fibration of P-algebras A →A ′, the
morphism [DKc(X),A ] → [DKc(X),A ′] is also a fibration. Then, the same arguments as
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in the previous point show us that the morphism D ′ ⊗DKc(X)
∐
D⊗DKc (X)D ⊗DK
c(Y) →
D ′ ⊗DKc(Y) is an acyclic cofibration and so the square has a lifting.
In particular, we have proved that any coface map D ⊗ DKc(∆[n]) → D ⊗ DKc(∆[n + 1]) is an
acyclic cofibration. Moreover, for any integer n, the morphism D ⊗DKc(∂∆[n])→ D ⊗DKc(∆[n])
is a cofibration. So, the cosimplicial C -coalgebra (D ⊗ DKc(∆[n]))n∈N is a Reedy cofibrant re-
placement of the constant cosimplicial C -coalgebra D . So, if D ′ is fibrant the simplicial set(
homC −cog(D ⊗DKc(∆[n]),D ′ )
)
n∈N
which is isomorphic to HOMns(D ,D ′) is a model for the map-
ping space Map(D ,D ′). 
.. Changing operads and cooperads. In this subseion, we explore how the left induced
model struure on coalgebras over a curved conilpotent cooperad is modified when we change
the underlying operadic twisting morphism. This is inspired by [DCH] where a similar study
is done in the context augmented dg operads and dg conilpotent cooperads.
Recall first that a morphism of dg operads f : P → Q induces an adjunion between their
categories of algebras
P −alg
f! //
Q −alg
f ∗
oo
whose right adjoint f ∗ sends a Q-algebra A to the same underlying chain complex. This adjunc-
tion is a Quillen adjunion with respe to the projeive model struures; see [BM]. Similar
things happen for coalgebras over curved conilpotent cooperads.
Proposition . Let f : C →D be a morphism of curved conilpotent cooperads. It induces an adjunc-
tion between their categories of coalgebras
C − cog
f∗ //
D − cog
f !
oo
whose left adjoint f∗ sends a C -coalgebra E to the same underlying graded K-module.
Proof. Let E = (E ,∆,d) be a C -coalgebra. It has a struure of D-coalgebra defined by the compos-
ite map
E
∆
−→ C ◦ E
f ◦Id
−−−−→D ◦ E .
This defines the funor f∗. Since it preserves colimits and since the category of C -coalgebras and
the category of D-coalgebras are presentable, then f∗ has a right adjoint by Proposition . 
Besides, let us fix a dg operad P . The canonical operadic twisting morphism π : BcP → P is
universal in the sense that any operadic twisting morphism α from a curved conilpotent cooperad
C to P is equivalent to a morphism of curved cooperads f from C to BcP ; then, α = πf . In that
context, the cobar funor Ωα can be decomposed as Ωα = Ωπ f∗ , and the α-model struure on
the category of C -coalgebras is the model struure left induced by the π-model struure on the
category of BcP-coalgebras.
On the other hand, let us fix a curved conilpotent cooperad C . The canonical operadic twisting
morphism ι : C →ΩuC is universal in the sense that any operadic twisting morphism α : C →P
is equivalent to the data of a morphism of operads f from ΩuC to P ; then α = f ι. A dire
consequence of the following proposition is that the model struure on C -coalgebras induced by
the universal operadic twisting morphism ι : C →ΩuC is universal in the sense that any α-model
struure is a left Bousfield localization of this ι-model struure.
Proposition . Let α : C →P be an operadic twisting morphism and let f : P →Q be a morphism
of dg operads. The (f α)-model struure on the category of C -coalgebras is the left Bousfield localization
of the α-model struure with respe to (f α)-weak equivalences. Moreover, if the Quillen adjunion
f! ⊣ f
∗ is a Quillen equivalence, the (f α)-model struure coincides with the α-model struure.
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Proof. The cofibrations of the α-model struure and the cofibrations of the (f α)-model struure
are both the monomorphisms. Moreover, the funor f! is a left Quillen adjoint funor. So, for
any α-weak equivalence g , since Ωα(g) is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objes, then
Ω(f α)(g) = f!Ωα(g) is a weak equivalence. So the α-weak equivalences are in particular (f α)-weak
equivalences. So is proven the fa that the (f α)-model struure is a left Bousfield localization of
the α-model struure. Suppose now that the adjunion f! ⊣ f ∗ is a Quillen equivalence. Then for
any C -coalgebra E , the morphism
ΩαE → f
∗f!ΩαE = f
∗Ωf αE
is a quasi-isomorphism. Since the funor f ∗ is the identity on the underlying chain complexes,
the following commutative square ensures us that a morphism g : E → E ′ of C -coalgebras is a
α-weak equivalence if and only if it is an f α-weak equivalence.
f ∗Ω(f α)E
f ∗Ω(f α)(g) // f ∗Ω(f α)E
′
ΩαE
OO
Ωα(g)
// ΩαE
′ .
OO

. The universal model structure
In the previous seion, we studied model struures on categories of coalgebras over a curved
conilpotent cooperad which are induced by an operadic twisting morphism α. In this seion, we
investigate the particular case where the operadic twisting morphism is the universal twisting
morphism ι : C → ΩuC for any curved conilpotent cooperad C . This model struure is univer-
sal in the sense that, for any operadic twisting morphism α : C → P , the α-model struure on
the category of C -coalgebras is obtained from the ι-model struure by Bousfield localization. We
will show that the adjunionΩι ⊣ Bι is aQuillen equivalence, that the fibrant C -coalgebras in the
ι-model struure are the images of the ΩuC -algebras under the funor Bι , and we will describe
the cofibrations, the weak equivalences and the fibrations between them. Moreover, we will prove
that the enrichment of C -coalgebras over simplicial sets that we described above computes the
mapping spaces expeed by the model struure.
We suppose here that the charaeristic of the fieldK is zero. This assumption is not necessary
in the nonsymmetric context.
.. Quillen equivalence.
Theorem . The adjunion Ωι ⊣ Bι relating C -coalgebras to ΩuC -algebras is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. Let us show that for any ΩuC -algebra A = (A,γA ), the map ΩιBιA =ΩuC ◦ι C ◦ι A →A
is a quasi isomorphism. The coradical filtration of C induces a filtration onΩuC :
F0ΩuC :=K.1
FnΩuC :=K.1⊕
∑
i1+...+ik=n
k≥1
s−1Fradi1 C ⊗ · · · ⊗ s
−1Fradik C , for n ≥ 1 .
It induces a filtration on ΩuC ◦ι C and on ΩuC ◦ι C ◦ι A :
Fn(ΩuC ◦ι C ) := FnΩuC (0)⊕
∑
i0+···+ik=n
k≥1
Fi0 (ΩuC )(k)⊗Sk
(
Fradi1 C ⊗ · · · ⊗ F
rad
ik
C
)
,
Fn(ΩuC ◦ι C ◦ι A ) := Fn(ΩuC ◦ι C ) ◦A .
Then G(ΩuC ◦ι C ) = Ωu (GC ) ◦Gι GC . By [LV, Lemma ..], the map Ωu (GC ) ◦Gι GC → I is
a quasi-isomorphism. So, the map
G(ΩuC ◦ι C ◦ι A)→ GA
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is a quasi-isomorphism (here GA is the graded complex corresponding to the constant filtration
FnA =A). Hence, by Theorem , the map ΩuC ◦ι C ◦ι A → A is a quasi-isomorphism. Besides,
for any C -coalgebra D , the morphism D → BιΩιD is a weak equivalence by the -out-of- rule
and by the fa that the map ΩιBιΩιD → ΩιD is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence, the adjunion
Ωι ⊣ Bι is a Quillen equivalence. 
.. Fibrant objes. The purpose of this subseion is to describe the fibrant objes of the ι-
model struure.
Definition  (Quasi-cofree C -coalgebras). A C -coalgebra is said to be quasi-cofree if its underly-
ing C grad-coalgebra is cofree, that is isomorphic to a coalgebra of the form C grad ◦V . A morphism
of quasi-cofree C -coalgebras F : C ◦ V → C ◦W (together with choices of cogenerators V and W )
is said to be stri if there exists a map f : V →W such that F = Id ◦ f .
Proposition . The funor Bι is an embedding of the category of ΩuC -algebras into the category of
C -coalgebras whose essential image is spanned by quasi-cofree C -coalgebras. Moreover, a morphism of
C -coalgebras BιA = C ◦ι A → BιA ′ = C ◦ι A ′ is in the image of Bι if and only if it is stri.
Proof. It is straightforward to prove that the funor Bι is faithful and conservative. Moreover it
is clear that the images of the funor Bι are in particular quasi-cofree C -coalgebras and stri
morphisms. Conversely, let D := C ◦ A be a quasi-cofree C -coalgebra. Its coderivation extends
the degree −1 map dA ⊕ γ : A⊕ C ◦A → A. The map γ gives us a degree −1 map from C to the
operad EndA. Since, the coderivation which extends dA⊕γ squares to (θ◦Id)∆, then α is a twisting
morphism and so induces a morphism of operads from ΩuC to EndA, which is an ΩuC -algebra
struure on A. Then, D ≃ BιA. Besides, let F = Id ◦ f be a stri morphism from BιA to BιB.
Since F commutes with the coderivations, then f is a morphism of ΩuC -algebras. 
Theorem . The fibrant C -coalgebras in the ι-model struure are the quasi-cofree C -coalgebras (and
so the objes in the essential image of the funor Bι).
Proof. Let D be a fibrant obje. Since the morphism D → BιΩιD is an acyclic cofibration, the
following square has a lifting .
D
Id //

D

BαΩαD // ∗ .
Hence,D is a retra of a quasi-cofree C -coalgebra. By Lemma , it is a quasi-cofree C -coalgebra.
Conversely, a quasi-cofree C -coalgebra is fibrant since it is isomorphic to the image under Bι of a
ΩuC -algebra which is fibrant. 
Lemma . A retra of a cofree graded C grad -coalgebra is a cofree graded C grad -coalgebra.
Proof. Let D = (D,∆D ) be a graded C
grad-coalgebra which is a retra of C ◦ V . On the one hand,
the following diagram is a retra, that is the compositions of the horizontalmaps give the identity
on the bottom and on the top
Gradn D //

Gradn (C ◦V )

// Gradn D

(Gradn C) ◦ F
rad
0 D
// (Gradn C) ◦ F
rad
0 (C ◦V )
// (Gradn C) ◦ F
rad
0 D .
Since the middle vertical map is an isomorphism, then all the vertical maps are isomorphisms.
On the other hand, the map ǫ ◦ Id : C ◦ V → V = Frad0 C ◦ V gives us a map D → F0D and hence a
morphism of graded C -coalgebras f : D → C ◦ F0D. Let us show that f is an isomorphism. It
is clear that the map F0D → F0(C ◦ F0D) is an isomorphism. For any integer n ≥ 1, the following
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diagram is commutative
Gn(D)
f //
∆

Gn(C ◦ F0D)
∆

(GnC) ◦ F0D Id◦f
// (GnC) ◦ F0(C ◦ F0D) = (GnC) ◦ F0D .
Since the vertical maps are isomorphisms and since the bottom horizontalmap is an isomorphism,
then the top horizontal map is also an isomorphism. Hence, the map Gf : GD→ G(C ◦ F0D) is an
isomorphism. By Theorem , f is an isomorphism. 
.. Cofibrations, fibrations and weak equivalences between fibrant objes. We show here
that cofibrations, weak equivalences and fibrations between fibrant C -coalgebras are easily char-
aerized.
Proposition . Let A = (A,γA ) and B = (B ,γB) be twoΩuC -algebras and let F : BιA → BιB be a
morphism between their bar construions. We denote by f : BιA →B its projeion f = πBF on B.
⊲ The morphism F is a cofibration if and only if the restriion f|A is a monomorphism.
⊲ The morphism F is a weak equivalence if and only f|A is a quasi-isomorphism.
⊲ The morphism F is a fibration if and only if f|A is an epimorphism.
Lemma . The morphism of chain complexes A→ΩιBιA which is the restriion to A of the canon-
ical morphism BιA → BιΩιBιA is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. It is a right inverse of the canonical morphism of ΩuC -algebras ΩιBιA → A which is a
quasi-isomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition . Note first that f|A = F|A.
⊲ Suppose that F is a cofibration, i.e. a monomorphism. Then, its restriion F|A is also a
monomorphism. Conversely, suppose that the map f|A is a monomorphism. We can prove
by induion that, for any integer n, the map F : Fradn BιA → F
rad
n BιB is a monomorphism.
⊲ By Lemma , the maps A→ΩιBιA and B →ΩιBιB are quasi-isomorphisms. Consider
the following diagram.
ΩιBιA
Ω ιF // ΩιBιB
A
f|A
//
OO
B
OO
It ensures us that f|A is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if ΩιF is a quasi-isomorphism,
that is, if and only if F is a weak equivalence.
⊲ Suppose that F is a fibration. Since any chain complex can be considered as a C -coalgebra
(with ∆x = 1C ⊗ x), then any square of C -coalgebras as follows has a lifting.
0 //

BιA

Dn // BιB .
This ensures us that the map f|A is an epimorphism. Conversely, suppose that f|A is an
epimorphism. By Lemma , there exists an isomorphism G : BιA
′ → BιA such that FG
is in the image of the funor Bι . If we denote by g the map from A′ to A which underlies
G, then g is an isomorphism by Lemma . Then f g is a fibration ofΩuC -algebras and so
FG= Bι(f g) is a fibration. Since G is an isomorphism, then F is a fibration.

Lemma . Let F : BιA → BιB be a morphism of C -coalgebras such that the underlying morphism
f : A → B is surjeive. Then, there exists an ΩuC -algebra A ′ and an isomorphism of C -coalgebras
G : BιA ′ → BιA such that FG is a stri morphism, that is in the image of the funor Bι .
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Proof. We build an isomorphism of graded C grad -coalgebras G : C ◦ A → C ◦ A such that FG
is a stri morphism, that is of the from IdC ◦ h. To that purpose we define induively maps
gn : Fradn C ◦A → A such that gn−1 is the restriion of gn to F
rad
n−1C ◦A and such that we have the
following equality between maps from Fradn C ◦A to A:
() f gn + f (Id ◦ gn−1)(∆ ◦ Id) = f πA ,
where πA = ǫ ◦ Id is the projeion of C ◦A on A. First, let us choose g0 = IdA. Then, suppose that
we have built gn satisfying Equation . The map f : A → B and the injeion of Fradn C ◦ A into
Fradn+1C ◦A give us the following square
homgMod(F
rad
n+1C ◦A,A)
//

homgMod(F
rad
n+1C ◦A,B)

homgMod(Fradn C ◦A,A) // homgMod(F
rad
n C ◦A,B) .
The following map is surjeive:
homgMod(F
rad
n+1C ◦A,A)→ homgMod(F
rad
n C ◦A,A)×homgMod(Fradn C ◦A,B) homgMod(F
rad
n+1C ◦A,B) .
So there exists an element of homgMod(F
rad
n+1C ◦ A,A) whose image under this map is the pair
(gn, f πA − fn+1(Id ◦ gn)(∆ ◦ Id)). We can choose this element to be gn+1. Thus, let g be the map
from C ◦ A to A whose restriion to Fradn C ◦ A is gn for any n. Let G be the map of graded
C grad -coalgebras which extends g . By Lemma , the map G is an isomorphism. Let us transfer
the coderivation of BιA to C ◦ A along the isomorphism G. This gives us a new ΩuC -algebra
struure on the chain complex A that we denote A ′. Finally, the morphism FG is the image
under the funor Bι of the morphism of ΩuC -algebras f g0 : A ′ →B′ . 
Lemma . Let F : D = C ◦ V → E = C ◦W be a morphism of quasi-cofree C -coalgebras. Then, F is
an isomorphism if and only if its underlying map f : V →W is an isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose first that F is an isomorphism with inverse G. Let us denote by g : W → V the
map underlying G. Then the map g is inverse to f and so f is an isomorphism. Conversely,
suppose that f is an isomorphism. Astraightforward induion shows that F is both injeive and
surjeive. 
.. Mapping spaces and deformation theory.
Proposition . For any cofibrant C -coalgebra D and any fibrant C -coalgebra E , the simplicial set
HOM(D ,E) is a Kan complex and is a model for the mapping space Map(C,D) expeed by the ι-model
struure.
Proof. Any fibrant C -coalgebra E is isomorphic to the image under Bι of a ΩuC -algebra A . So,
we have:
HOM(D ,E ) ≃HOM(D ,BιA ) ≃HOM(ΩιD ,A ) ≃Map(ΩιD ,A ) ≃Map(D ,BιA ) .
Besides, we know from Proposition  that HOM(ΩιD ,A ) is a Kan complex. 
Corollary . Let α : C → P be an operadic twisting morphism. Let us endow the category of C -
coalgebras with the α-model struure. For any cofibrant C -coalgebra D and any fibrant C -coalgebra
E , the simplicial set HOM(D ,E ) is a Kan complex and is a model for the mapping spaceMap(D ,E ).
Proof. It suffices to notice that fibrations and acyclic fibrations in the α-model struure are in
particular fibrations and acyclic fibrations in the ι-model struure. Then, we can conclude by
Proposition . 
Let f : D → BιA be a morphism of C -coalgebras. We know from Proposition  that it is a
dg atom of the cocommutative coalgebra {D ,BιA }. Consider the Hinich coalgebra {D ,BιA }f that
appears from the decomposition described in Theorem .
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Proposition . The deformation problem induced by {D ,BιA }f is equivalent to the deformation prob-
lem
R ∈ Artin−alg 7→
(
homR⊗Ωn⊗C −cog(R⊗Ωn ⊗C ,R⊗Ωn ⊗ BιA )
)
n∈N
.
Proof. This is a dire consequence of Proposition  and Theorem . 
.. Algebras of the operadΩuC . We have shown above that the adjunion Ωι ⊣ Bι is a Quillen
equivalence. Moreover, in Proposition , we have shown that fibrant C -coalgebras are ΩuC -
algebras. So switching from the model category of ΩuC -algebras to the model category of C -
coalgebras amounts to add new morphisms between any two ΩuC -algebras. The weak equiva-
lences and the fibrations of ΩuC -algebras remain respeively weak equivalences and fibrations
under this embedding but, in the category of C -coalgebras, any monomorphism is a cofibration.
In particular, any obje is cofibrant. Subsequently, C -coalgebras provide a convenient framework
to study the homotopy theory of ΩuC -algebras. For instance, the following proposition provides
a tool to decide whether or not two ΩuC -algebras are equivalent.
Proposition . Let A and B be two ΩuC -algebras. There exists a chain of weak equivalences of
ΩuC -algebras between A and B
A = A0
∼ // A1 · · ·
∼oo ∼ // An−1 An = B
∼oo
if and only if there exists a weak equivalence of C -coalgebras between BιA and BιB.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a chain of weak equivalences from A to B. Then, there exists a
chain of weak equivalences between BιA and BιB. Moreover, the objes of this chain are fibrant
and cofibrant. So any morphism of this chain has an homotopical inverse. So there exists a weak
equivalence from BιA to BιB. Conversely, consider a weak equivalence F from BιA to BιB. Then,
the following chain of weak equivalences ofΩuC -algebras links A to B.
A ΩιBιA
∼oo Ω ι (F) // ΩιBιB
∼ // B .

.. Koszul morphisms. In this subseion, we study the operadic twisting morphisms α : C →
P such that the α-model struure on the category of C -coalgebras coincides with the universal
ι-model struure that we described above. Let α : C →P be an operadic twisting morphism. We
denote by φ :Ωu (C )→P the morphism of operads induced by α.
Theorem . The following assertions are equivalent.
() The adjunion
Ωu (C )−alg
φ! //
P −alg
φ∗
oo
is a Quillen equivalence.
() The morphism of operads φ :Ωu (C )→P is a quasi-isomorphism.
() The α-model struure coincides with the ι-model struure and Ωα ⊣ Bα is a Quillen equiva-
lence.
() For any P-algebra A , the map P ◦α C ◦α A → A is a quasi-isomorphism, and for any C -
coalgebra D , the morphism D → C ◦α P ◦α D is a ι-equivalence (it is the case if, for instance,
it is a filtered quasi-isomorphism).
() The morphisms of S-modules Ωu (C ) ◦ι C ◦ι Ωu (C )→ P ◦α C ◦α P and P ◦α C ◦α P → P
are quasi-isomorphisms.
Lemma . Let f : V → V ′ be a morphism of dg S-modules. Suppose that, for any chain complex W
(that is a S-module concentrated in arity zero), the morphism V ◦W → V ′ ◦W is a quasi-isomorphism.
Then, f is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. By the operadic Kunneth formula, for any graded K-module W , the map H(V ) ◦ W →
H(V ′)◦W is an isomorphism. So, for any integer n, the map fn : H(V )(n)⊗Sn K
n →H(V ′)(n)⊗Sn K
n
is an isomorphism. Let (ei )
n
i=1 be a basis ofK
n. The map
p ∈ H(V )(n) 7→ p ⊗ (e1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ en) 7→ fn(p)⊗ (e1⊗ · · · ⊗ en) 7→ fn(p) ∈ H(V
′ )(n)
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is an isomorphism. So, the morphism H(V )→H(V ′) is an isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem .
⊲ Let us first prove the equivalence between (1) and (2). Suppose (2). Let A be a cofibrant
ΩuC -algebra and let B be a fibrant P-algebra. Consider a map f : φ!(A ) → B and its
adjoint map g : A → φ∗(B). The following diagram of ΩuC -algebras is commutative.
ΩιBιA

// φ∗φ!ΩιBιA

A //
g
88
φ∗φ!A
φ∗(f ) // φ∗B
The left vertical map is a quasi-isomorphism. Since a left Quillen funor preserves weak
equivalences between cofibrant objes and since φ∗ preserves quasi-isomorphisms, then
the right vertical map is a quasi-isomorphism. Besides φ!ΩιBιA is auallyΩαBιA . Since
the morphism φ is a quasi-isomorphism, we can prove that the map ΩιBιA → φ
∗ΩαBιA
is a filtered quasi-isomorphism for a well chosen filtration, and so is a quasi-isomorphism.
So, by the -out-of- rule, the map A → φ∗φ!A is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence, f is a
quasi-isomorphism if and only if φ∗(f ) is a quasi-isomorphism, if and only if g is a quasi-
isomorphism. So the assertion (1) is true. Conversely, suppose (1). Then, for any chain
complex (considered as a C -coalgebra) V , the map ΩιV → ΩαV is a quasi-isomorphism.
So, by Lemma , (2) is true.
⊲ Suppose (1) and let us show (3). By Proposition , the α-model struure coincides with
the ι-modelstruure. Moreover, since the adjunions φ! ⊣ φ
∗ andΩι ⊣ Bι are bothQuillen
equivalences, then the adjunion φ!Ωι ⊣ Bιφ∗ which is Ωα ⊣ Bα is a Quillen equivalence.
⊲ Suppose (3) and let us show (4). Since Ωα ⊣ Bα is a Quillen equivalence, then ΩαBαA →
A is a quasi-isomorphism for any P-algebra A and D → BαΩαD is an α-weak equiv-
alence for any C -coalgebra D . Since the α-model struure coincides with the ι-model
struure, then D → BαΩαD is a ι-weak equivalence. So (4) is true.
⊲ Suppose (4) and let us show (5). For any P-algebra A , the morphism ΩαBαA → A is a
quasi-isomorphism. Applying this to free P-algebras and using Lemma , we conclude
that the map P ◦αC ◦α P →P is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, for any P-algebra A ,
the following diagram commutes
Ωu (C ) ◦ι C ◦ι A //
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
P ◦α C ◦α A

A .
Since the composite map and the vertical map are quasi-isomorphisms (because Ωι ⊣ Bι
and Ωα ⊣ Bα are Quillen equivalences), then, by the -out-of- rule, the horizontal map
is a quasi-isomorphism. Applying this to free P-algebras and using Lemma , we con-
clude that the map Ωu (C )◦ι C ◦α P →P ◦α C ◦α P is a quasi-isomorphism. Besides, for
any C -coalgebra D the following diagram commutes.
D //
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
C ◦ι Ωu (C ) ◦ι D

C ◦α P ◦α D
By the -out-of- rule, the vertical map is a ι-weak equivalence. So the map Ωu (C ) ◦ι
C ◦ι Ωu (C ) ◦ι D → Ωu(C ) ◦ι C ◦α P ◦α D is a quasi-isomorphism. Applying this for C -
coalgebras which are just chain complexes and using Lemma , we obtain that the map
Ωu(C ) ◦ι C ◦ι Ωu (C )→Ωu (C ) ◦ι C ◦α P is a quasi-isomorphism.
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⊲ Suppose (5) and let us show (2). The following square of S-modules is commutative.
Ωu (C ) ◦ι C ◦ι Ωu (C ) //

Ωu (C )

P ◦α C ◦α P //P
Since the left vertical map and the horizontal maps are quasi-isomorphisms, then the
right vertical map is also a quasi-isomorphism.

Definition  (Koszul morphisms). An operadic twisting morphism α : C → P satisfying the
properties of Theorem  is called a Koszul morphism.
In the next seion, we will explore Koszul duality which is a method to produce Koszul mor-
phisms from a presentation of an operad.
. Examples
The purpose of this seion is to apply the general framework described in the previous seions
to the case of common nonaugmented operads like the operads uA s and uC om whose algebras
are respeively the unital associative algebras and the unital commutative algebras. So, for any
of these operads P , one looks after a curved conilpotent cooperad C together with an operadic
twisting morphism α from C to P such that the induced morphism of operads from ΩuC to
P is a quasi-isomorphism; that is, α is a Koszul morphism. One can use the universal twisting
morphism BcP → P . However, the bar construion is always very big. Instead, one usually
tries to produce a sub-cooperad of BcP whose cobar construion will be a resolution of P .
The Koszul duality theory is a way to produce such a sub-cooperad when the operad P has a
quadratic presentation or a quadratic-linear presentation. This construion has been extended
to quadratic-linear-constant presentations by Hirsh andMillès in [HM], generalizing to operads
the curved Koszul duality of algebras developed by Polishchuk and Positselski in [PP].
.. Koszul duality. Koszul duality is a way to build a cooperad P ¡ together with a canonical
operadic twisting morphism from P ¡ to P , out of an operad P which has a "nice enough" pre-
sentation P =T(V )/(R). Here, we present the construion of Hirsh and Millès in [HM].
Let P be a graded operad equipped with a presentation P = T(V )/(R), where V is a graded
S-module and where (R) is the operadic ideal generated by a sub-graded-S-module R of T≤2(V )
such that 
R∩ (I ⊕V ) = {0} ,
(R)∩T≤2(V ) =R .
We denote by qR the projeion of R ⊂ T≤2(V ) onto T2(V ) along I ⊕V . Moreover, let qP be the
following operad:
qP :=T(V )/(qR) .
This is a quadratic operad. The condition R∩ (I ⊕V ) = {0} induces a funion φ = (φ0,φ1) : qR→
I ⊕V .
Definition  (Curved cooperad Koszul dual of an operad). [HM, §.] The Koszul dual coop-
erad P ¡ of P , associated to the presentation P = T(V )/(R), is the following curved conilpotent
cooperad. The underlying graded cooperad is the final graded sub-cooperad of Tc(sV ) such that
the composition
P
¡ →Tc(sV )→T2(sV )/s2qR
is zero. It is equipped with the unique coderivation which extends the following map
P
¡
։ s2qR→ sV
sx⊗ sy 7→ (−1)|x|sφ1(x⊗ y) .
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Its curvature is the following degree −2 map:
θ : P ¡։ s2qR→K
sx⊗ sy 7→ (−1)|x|sφ0(x⊗ y) .
Moreover, the map
κ : P ¡։ sV → V →֒P ,
is an operadic twisting morphism which induces both a morphism of operads ΩuP ¡ → P and a
morphism of curved conilpotent cooperads P ¡ → BcP .
Remark . The coherence of the above definition is proven in [HM, §.].
Definition  (Koszul operad). The operad P (together with the presentation P = T(V )/(R)) is
said to be Koszul if the twisting morphism κ : P ¡ →P is Koszul, that is if the mapΩcP
¡ →P is
a quasi-isomorphism.
The following theorem is a powerful tool to show that an operad is Koszul.
Theorem . [HM, Theorem ..] Suppose that the canonical morphism
qP ◦κ qP
¡ →I
is a quasi-isomorphism. Then P is Koszul.
.. Coalgebras over a Koszul dual. In this subseion, we describe the category ofP ¡-coalgebras,
where P ¡ is the Koszul dual of the "quadratic-linear-homogeneous operad" P defined above. We
will need the following definition.
Definition  (Pre-coradical filtration). Let W be a graded S-module and let C be a graded K-
module equipped with a map ∆(1) : C → W ◦ C. We define (F
prad
n C)n∈N to be the following (non-
necessarily exhaustive) filtration on C called the pre-coradical filtration.
F
prad
0 (C) := ker(∆
(1)) ,
F
prad
n (C) := (∆(1))−1
(
W (0)⊕
∑
i1+···+ik=n−1
k≥1
W (k)⊗Sk (F
prad
i1
C ⊗ · · · ⊗ F
prad
ik
C)
)
, if n ≥ 1 .
Lemma . Consider a cofree graded conilpotent cooperad Tc(W ). The category of graded coalgebras
over Tc(W ) is equivalent to the category of graded-K-modules C equipped with a map ∆(1) : C →W ◦C
such that the pre-coradical filtration (F
prad
n C)n∈N is exhaustive. Moreover, under this equivalence, the
coradical filtration coincides with the pre-coradical filtration.
Proof. Let C be a graded-K-module with a map ∆(1) : C → W ◦ C such that the pre-coradical
filtration (F
prad
n C)n∈N is exhaustive. Then, let us define ∆C : C →T(W )◦C by induion as follows.
∆C(x) := 1⊗ x if x ∈ F
prad
0 C ,
∆C(x) := 1⊗ x+ (Id ◦∆C )∆(1)(x) if x ∈ F
prad
n C .
This defines a struure of Tc(W )-coalgebra on C. Conversely, let (C,∆) be a graded Tc(W )-
coalgebra. We obtain a map ∆(1) : C → W ◦ C by composing ∆ with the projeion of Tc(W )
ontoW . Then, the construion we just described recovers ∆ from ∆(1). 
Theorem . Suppose that the charaeristic of the field K is zero (this assumption is not necessary
in the nonsymmetric context). The category of P ¡-coalgebras is equivalent to the category of graded
T
c(sV )-coalgebras (that is graded-K-modules C equipped with a map ∆(1)C : → sV ◦ C such that the
pre-coradical filtration (F
prad
n C)n∈N is exhaustive) such that the composite map
C
∆2=(Id◦′∆(1))∆(1) // T2(sV ) ◦ C // //
(
T
2(sV )/s2qR
)
◦ C
is zero, together with a degree −1 map dC : C → C such that
d2C = (θ ◦ Id)∆2 ,
∆(1)dC = (dP¡ ◦ Id)∆2 + (Id ◦
′ dC)∆(1) .
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Proof. Let C be a graded Tc(sV )-coalgebra together with a degree −1 map dC : C → C satisfying the
conditions of Theorem . For any x ∈ C, let C(x) be a finite dimensional sub-Tc(sV )-coalgebra
of C which contains x. By Lemma , the map ∆C(x) : C(x) → Tc(sV ) ◦ C(x) faorizes through a
unique map C(x)→ P ¡ ◦ C(x). Hence, C has a struure of graded (P ¡)grad-coalgebra. Moreover,
we can prove by induion on the coradical filtration of C that dC is a coderivation. 
Lemma . Let C(x) be the graded Tc(sV )-coalgebra defined in the proof of Theorem . Then, C(x) is
a graded P ¡-coalgebra.
Proof. Remember that C(x) is a finite dimensional sub-graded-Tc(sV )-coalgebra of C. Let (ei )
m
i=1
be a basis of C(x). Then, for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, let pi,0 ∈ T(sV )(0), and for any integer k ≥ 1 and for
any nondecreasing funion s from {1, . . . ,k} to {1, . . . ,m}, let pi,k,s ∈T(sV )(k) such that
∆(ei ) = 1⊗ ei + pi,0 +
∞∑
k=0
∑
s
pi,k,s ⊗Sk (es(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ es(k))
For any nondecreasing funion s from {1, . . . ,k} to {1, . . . ,m} and for any σ ∈ Sk , let ǫ(s,σ) be the
element of Z/2Z such the struural aion of σ on C⊗k sends es(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ es(k) to (−1)ǫ(s,σ)esσ−1(1) ⊗
· · · ⊗ esσ−1(k). Besides, let Inv(s) be the subgroup of Sk of permutation σ such that s = sσ
−1. Then,
we can choose pi,k,s such that p
σ
i,k,s = (−1)
ǫ(s,σ)pi,k,s for any σ ∈ Inv(s). Indeed, if it is not the case,
we can replace pi,k,s by
1
#Inv(s)
∑
σ∈Inv(s)
(−1)ǫ(s,σ)pσi,k,s .
Let D be the sub-graded S-module of T(sV ) generated by 1 and the elements pi,k,s. Since (∆ ◦
Id)∆(ei) = (Id ◦∆)∆(ei ) for any i, then there exists an element of qi,k,s ∈ (D ◦D)(k) such that
∆(pi,k,s)⊗Sk (es(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ es(k)) = qi,k,s ⊗Sk (es(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ es(k)) .
Since pσi,k,s = (−1)
ǫ(s,σ)pi,k,s for any σ ∈ Inv(s), then
∆(pi,k,s) =
1
#Inv(s)
∑
σ∈Inv(s)
(−1)ǫ(s,σ)qσi,k,s .
So, ∆(pi,k,s) ∈ D ◦ D . Hence D is a sub-graded cooperad of Tc(sV ). Moreover, for any i, (π ◦
Id)∆(ei) = 0 where π is the projeion of T(sV ) onto T2(sV )/s2qR. So, π(pi,k,s) = 0 for any -tuple
(i,k, s) and π(pi,0) = 0 for any i ; so π|D = 0. Hence D ⊂P ¡. 
.. Unital associative algebras up to homotopy.
... A presentation of the operad uA s. Let uA s be the nonsymmetric operad defined by the
presentation uA s := T(K · µ ⊕K · ξ)/(R) where µ is an arity two element and ξ is an arity zero
element. The nonsymmetric module R ⊂ I ⊕T2(K ·µ⊕K ·ξ) is made up of the following relations
µ⊗ns (ξ⊗ 1)− 1 ,
µ⊗ns (1⊗ ξ)− 1 ,
µ⊗ns (µ⊗ 1)− µ⊗ns (1⊗ µ) .
Remark . Here, the symbol ns stands for the composition produ of nonsymmetric modules.
Given this presentation, the Koszul dual uA s¡ is a nonsymmetric curved conilpotent cooperad
whose underlying graded cooperad is the final subcooperad of Tc(K · sµ⊕K · ξ) such that
uA s¡ ∩T2(K · sµ) =K · (sµ⊗ns (sµ⊗ 1)− sµ⊗ns (1⊗ sµ)) .
The coderivation of uA s¡ is zero and the curvature is given by
θ (sµ⊗ns (sξ⊗ 1)) = θ (sµ⊗ns (1⊗ sξ)) = −1 .
Remark . The Koszul dual curved cooperad uA s¡ of the operad uA s is described in details in
[HM].
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... Coalgebras over uA s¡.
Proposition . The endofunor of the category of gradedK-modules V 7→ sV induces an equivalence
between the category of uA s¡-coalgebras and the category of non-counital curved conilpotent coassocia-
tive coalgebras.
Proof. The proof relies on the same arguments as the proof of Proposition  that will be detailed.

Remark . The map V → sV also induces an equivalence between graded (uA s¡)grad -coalgebras
and graded non-counital conilpotent coassociative coalgebras C equipped with a degree −2 map
C → K. Moreover, this equivalence sends a cofree graded (uA s¡)grad-coalgebra uA s¡ ◦ V to the
cofree conilpotent coalgebra T(V ⊕K · v) where |v| = 2 with the degree −2 map:
T(V ⊕K · v)։K · v →K
v 7→ 1 .
Notations. Wedenote the category of curved conilpotent coassociative coalgebras by cCog. More-
over, we denote the operadΩuuA s¡ by uA∞.
... The bar-cobar adjunion and uA∞-algebras. On the one hand, there exists an adjunion
relating uA s-algebras to uA s¡-coalgebras which is induced by the operadic twisting morphism
α : uA s¡ → uA s. On the other hand the category of uA s¡-coalgebras is equivalent to the category
cCog of curved conilpotent coalgebras. Thus, we obtain a bar-cobar adjunion between unital
associative algebras and curved conilpotent coalgebras which is the restriion to arity one of the
operadic bar-cobar adjunion described in Seion . (with the exception that we can consider
noncounital coalgebras instead of coaugmented counital coalgebras). For this reason, we denote
this adjunion using the same symbols as in the operadic context, that is Ωu ⊣ Bc. So we have:
ΩuC :=T(s
−1
C )
BcA :=T(sA ⊕K · v)
for any curved conilpotent coalgebra C and for any unital algebra A . The derivation of Ωu(C )
and the coderivation of Bc(A ) are defined as in Seion ..
The adjunion Ωu ⊣ Bc is part of a larger piure:
cCog
Ω ι //
uA∞ −alg
Bι
oo
φ! //
uA s −alg ,
φ∗
oo
where the adjunion φ! ⊣ φ∗ is induced by the morphism of operads φ : uA∞ → uA s and where
Ωu = φ!Ωι and Bc = Bιφ∗. We know that a uA∞-algebraA = (A,γ) is the data of a chain complexA
together with a coderivation on the cofree graded (uA s¡)grad -coalgebra uA s¡◦A so that it becomes
a uA s-coalgebra. Equivalently, it is the data of a chain complex together with a coderivation on
the cofree conilpotent coassociative coalgebraT(sA⊕K·v) so that it becomes a curved conilpotent
coalgebra whose curvature θ is given by
T(sA⊕K · v)։K · v →K
v 7→ 1 .
By Lemma , this is equivalent to a degree −1 map
γ :T(sA⊕K · v)→A ,
such that for any x1, · · · ,xn ∈ (sA⊕K · v)
∑
0≤i≤j≤n
(−1)|x1 |+···+|xi−1 |γ(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ γ(xi ⊗ · · · ⊗ xj )⊗ · · ·xn) =

0 if n , 2 ,
θ(x1)x2 − θ(x2)x1 if n = 2 .
In particular, we have the following.
⊲ A degree zero produ
γ2 :A⊗A→A .
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⊲ A degree 1 map
γ3 :A⊗A⊗A→A ,
whose boundary is the associator of γ2, that is
∂(γ3) = γ2(Id ⊗ γ2)− γ2(γ2 ⊗ Id) .
⊲ An element 1A defined by γ(v) = s1A .
⊲ Maps γ1,l : A → A and γ1,r : A → A of degree 1 which make 1A a unit up to homotopy,
that is
∂(γ1,l ) = γ2(1A ⊗ Id)− Id ,
∂(γ1,l ) = γ2(Id ⊗ 1A )− Id .
... The Koszul property and the infinity category of uA∞-algebras.
Proposition . [HM, ..] The operad uA s is Koszul.
Remark . The model struure on curved conilpotent coalgebras that we get by transfer along
the adjunion Ωu ⊣ Bc is the model struure that Positselski described in [Pos].
There are several ways to describe the infinity-category of uA s-algebras.
⊲ One can take the Dwyer–Kan simplicial localization of the category of uA s-algebras with
respe to quasi-isomorphisms as described in [DKc] and [DKa].
⊲ One can take the simplicial category whose objes are cofibrant-fibrant uA s-algebras and
whose spaces of morphisms are
Map(A ,B)n := HOM
ns
uA s−alg(A ,B) .
⊲ One can also take the simplicial category whose objes are all uA s-algebras and whose
spaces of morphisms are
Map(A ,B) := HOMnsuA s−alg(ΩuBcA ,B) ≃HOM
ns
cCog(BcA ,BcB) .
Proposition . The three simplicial categories described above are equivalent. Moreover, the two last
ones are fibrant in the sense that for any objes A and B, the simplicial set Map(A ,B) is a Kan
complex.
Proof. It follows from [DKb] that the two first simplicial categories are equivalent and it follows
from Proposition  that the two last simplicial categories are equivalent. Moreover, the two last
simplicial categories are fibrant by Proposition . 
.. Unital commutative algebras up to homotopy. In this seion, we assume that the charac-
teristic of the base field K is zero.
... A presentation of the operad uC om. Let uC om be the operad defined by the presentation
uC om := T(K · µ ⊕K · ξ)/(R) where µ is an arity two element such that µ(1,2) = µ and ξ is an arity
zero element. The S-module R ⊂ I ⊕T2(K · µ⊕K · ξ) is generated by the elements:
µ⊗S2 (µ⊗ 1)− µ⊗S2 (1⊗ µ) ,
µ⊗S2 (ξ⊗ 1)− 1 .
Remark .
⊲ Since the aion of S2 on µ is trivial, then we have
µ⊗S2 (1⊗ µ) =
(
µ⊗S2 (µ⊗ 1)
)(132)
.
⊲ The element µ ⊗S2 (µ ⊗ 1) − µ ⊗S2 (1 ⊗ µ) is a generator of the S3-module R(3). However,
it is not a generator of R(3) as a K-module ; one needs to add the element µ ⊗S2 (µ ⊗ 1) −(
µ⊗S2 (µ⊗ 1)
)(2,3)
.
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Given this presentation, the Koszul dual uC om¡ is a curved conilpotent cooperad whose un-
derlying graded cooperad is the final subcooperad of Tc(K · sµ⊕K · ξ) such that
uA s¡(3)∩T2(K · sµ)(3) =K[S3] ·
(
sµ⊗S2 (sµ⊗ 1)− sµ⊗S2 (1⊗ sµ)
)
.
The coderivation of uC om¡ is zero and the curvature is given by
θ
(
sµ⊗S2 (sξ⊗ 1)
)
= −1 .
Notations. We denote by uC om∞ the operad ΩuuC om¡.
... Coalgebras over uC om¡. We will show that the category of uC om¡-coalgebras is equivalent
to the category of curved conilpotent Lie coalgebras.
Definition  (Curved Lie coalgebra). A curved Lie coalgebra C = (C,δ,d,θ) is a gradedK-module
C equipped with an antisymmetric map δ : C → C ⊗C such that
(δ ⊗ Id)δ = (Id ⊗ δ)δ + (Id ⊗ τ)(δ ⊗ Id)δ ,
where τ is the exchange map τ(x ⊗ y) = (−1)|x||y |y ⊗ x. It is also equipped with a degree −1 map
d : C → C which is a coderivation, that is
δd = (d ⊗ Id + Id ⊗ d)δ ,
and with a degree −2 map θ : C →K which is a curvature, that is
d2 = (θ ⊗ Id − Id ⊗ θ)δ .
A curved Lie coalgebra C is said to be conilpotent if for any x ∈ C, there exists an integer n such
that the element
(Id ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ ⊗ · · · ⊗ Id) · · ·δ(x)
is zero whenever δ appears n times. We denote by cLieCog the category of curved conilpotent Lie
coalgebras.
Proposition . The endofunor of the category of graded K-modules V 7→ sV induces an equiva-
lence between the category of uC om¡-coalgebras and the category cLieCog of curved conilpotent Lie
coalgebras.
Lemma . The category of uC om¡-coalgebras is equivalent to the category whose objes are graded
K-modules C equipped with three maps.
⊲ A degree −1 map δ : C → C ⊗ C which is symmetric is the sense that τδ = δ′, which satisfy the
following equation
(δ ⊗ Id)δ(x) + ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x))(2,3) + ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x))(1,3) = 0 ,
and such that for any x ∈ C, there exists an integer n such that the element
(Id ⊗ · · · ⊗ δ ⊗ · · · ⊗ Id) · · ·(Id ⊗ δ)δ(x)
is zero whenever δ appears at least n times.
⊲ A degree −1 map θ : C →K.
⊲ A degree −1 map d : C → C such that θd = 0, such that δd = −(d ⊗ Id + Id ⊗ d)δ and such that
d2 = −(θ ⊗ Id + Id ⊗ θ)δ = −2(θ ⊗ Id)δ.
The morphisms of this category are the morphisms of graded K-modules which commute with these
struure maps.
Proof. We apply Theorem . A graded uC om¡-coalgebra is a graded K-module C equipped with
maps 
δ′ : C → (K · sµ)⊗S2 (C ⊗ C) ,
θ ′ : C →K · sξ ,
d ′ : C → C ,
such that the corresponding pre-coradical filtration is exhaustive, such that
() (Idsµ ◦
′ δ′)δ′(C) ⊂ s2R(3)⊗S3 C
⊗3 .
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and such that 
δ′d ′ = (Id ◦′ d ′)δ′ ,
θ ′d ′ = 0 ,
d ′2 = (θuC om¡ ◦ Id)(Id ◦
′ δ′)δ′ .
These maps induce new maps
δ : C
δ′
−→ (K · sµ)⊗S2 (C ⊗ C)→C⊗C ,
θ : C
θ ′
−→K · sξ→K ,
d = d ′ : C → C ,
where the degree −1 map (K · sµ)⊗S2 (C ⊗C)→C⊗C sends sµ⊗S2 (x⊗ y) to
1
2 (x⊗ y + (−1)
|x||y |y ⊗ x).
Then, for any x ∈ C
δ′(x) = sµ⊗S2 δ(x) .
We know from [LV, §..] that the K-module T(sµ)(3) has three generators νI, νII and νIII
which are obtained from the composite sµ⊗S2 (sµ⊗ 1) by applying respeively the permutations
Id ∈ S3, (2,3) and (1,3). Moreover, s
2R(3) is spanned by νI−νII and νI−νIII. Besides,K·(νI+νII+νIII)
is a complementary sub-K[S3]-module of s2R(3) in T(sµ)(3). Let us denote by π the projeion of
T(sµ)(3) onto K · (νI + νII + νIII) along s2R(3). Since the aion of the group S2 on sµ is trivial, we
have for any x ∈ C
(Idsµ ◦
′ δ′)δ′(x) = 2νI ⊗S3 ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x)) .
Then
(π ◦ Id)(Idsµ ◦
′ δ′)δ′(x) =
2
3
(νI + νII + νIII)⊗S3 ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x)) .
The above condition () is equivalent to the fa that (νI + νII + νIII)⊗S3 ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x)) is zero which
is equivalent to
(δ ⊗ Id)δ(x) + ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x))(2,3) + ((δ ⊗ Id)δ(x))(1,3) = 0 .
The other conditions are equivalent to the following
δd = −(d ⊗ Id + Id ⊗ d)δ ,
θd = 0 ,
d2 = −(θ ⊗ Id + Id ⊗ θ)δ .
Conversely, from the maps δ, θ and d, one can reconstru δ′, θ ′ and d ′ in the obvious way. 
Proof of Proposition . We show that the category described in Lemma  is equivalent to the
category of curved conilpotent Lie coalgebras. Let C = (C,δ,θ ,d) be a curved conilpotent Lie
coalgebra. Then, we can define the maps (δ′ ,θ ′ ,d ′) on s−1C where δ′ is the composite
s−1C ≃K · s−1 ⊗C →K · s−1⊗K · s−1⊗C ⊗C ≃K · s−1⊗C ⊗K · s−1⊗C
s−1⊗ x 7→ s−1 ⊗ s−1⊗ δ(x) ,
and where θ ′(s−1x) = θ(x) and d ′(s−1x) = −s−1dx for any x ∈ C. It is straightforward to prove that
these maps satisfy the conditions of Lemma . Conversely, from a gradedK-module D andmaps
(δ,θ ,d) as in Lemma , one can build a struure of curved conilpotent Lie coalgebra (δ′ ,θ ′ ,d ′)
on sD, where δ′ is the composite
sD ≃K · s ⊗D→K · s⊗K · s⊗D⊗D ≃K · s ⊗D⊗K · s⊗D
s ⊗ x 7→ −s⊗ s⊗ δ(x) ,
and where θ ′(sx) = θ(x) and d ′(sx) = −sdx for any x ∈ D. It is again straightforward to prove that
these maps define aually a struure of curved conilpotent Lie coalgebra. Moreover, these two
construions are inverse one to another. 
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... The bar-cobar adjunion. If we compose the bar-cobar adjunion between uC om-algebras
and uC om¡-coalgebras with the equivalence between uC om¡-coalgebras and curved conilpotent
Lie coalgebras, then we obtain an adjunion ΩC ⊣ BL between unital commutative algebras and
curved conilpotent Lie coalgebras which is as follows.
Definition  (Curved Lie bar construion). Let A = (A,γA ,1) be a unital commutative alge-
bra. Its curved Lie bar construion BL(A ) is the following curved conilpotent Lie coalgebra. The
underlying graded Lie coalgebra of BL(A ) is
BL(A) := L ie
c ◦ (sA⊕K · v)
where L iec denotes the Lie cooperad which is the linear dual of the Lie operad and where |v| = 2.
The coderivation of BL(A ) extends the map
L iec(sA⊕Kv)։ sA∧ sA⊕ sA⊕Kv→ sA
sx∧ sy 7→ (−1)|x|sγA(x⊗ y)
v 7→ s1
sx 7→ −sdx .
The curvature is the map
L iec(sA⊕K · v)։K · v →K
v 7→ 1 .
Definition  (Unital commutative cobar construion). Let C = (C,δ,dC ,θ) be a curved Lie coal-
gebra. Its unital commutative cobar construion ΩC(C ) is the free unital commutative algebra
ΩCC := S(s
−1C) :=
⊕
n∈N
(s−1C)⊗n/Sn ,
whose coderivation extends the map
s−1C → S(s−1C)
s−1x 7→ θ(x)1− s−1dCx −
∑
(−1)|x1 |s−1x1 ⊗S2 s
−1x2 ,
where
∑
x1 ∧ x2 = δ(x).
Definition  (Twisting morphisms). A twisting morphism from a curved conilpotent Lie coal-
gebra C to a unital commutative algebra A is a degree −1 map α : C →A such that
∂α + γA (α⊗α)δC = θ(−)1A .
We denote by TwL(C ,A ) the set of twisting morphisms from C to A .
Proposition . We have funorial isomorphisms
homuC om−alg(ΩCC ,A ) ≃ TwL(C ,A ) ≃ homcLieCog(C ,BLA )
for any unital commutative algebra A and any curved conilpotent Lie coalgebra C .
Proof. The proof uses the same arguments as the proof of Proposition . 
The adjunion ΩC ⊣ BL is part of a larger piure
cLieCog
Ω ι //
uC om∞ −alg
Bι
oo
ψ! //
uC om−alg ,
ψ∗
oo
where the adjunion ψ! ⊣ ψ∗ is induced by the morphism of operads ψ : uC om∞ → uC om and
whereΩC = ψ!Ωι and BL = Bιψ∗. We know that a uC om∞-algebra A = (A,γ) is the data of a chain
complex A together with a degree −1 map
γ : L iec(sA⊕K · v)→ sA .
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such that the coderivation of the curved Lie coalgebra L iec(sA⊕K · v) which extends γ squares
to (θ ⊗ Id)δ, where θ is given by
L iec(sA⊕K · v)։K · v →K
v 7→ 1 .
In particular, we have the following.
⊲ A degree zero symmetric produ
γ2 :A⊗A→A .
⊲ A degree 1 map
γI,II :A⊗A⊗A→A
whose boundary is the associator of γ2, that is
∂(γI,II) = γ2(Id ⊗ γ2)− γ2(γ2 ⊗ Id) .
⊲ A degree 1 map
γI,III :A⊗A⊗A→A
whose boundary is
∂(γI,III) = γ2(Id ⊗ γ2)− γ2(Id ⊗ γ2)(τ ⊗ Id) .
⊲ An element 1A defined by γ(v) = s1A .
⊲ A degree 1 map γu :A→A which makes 1A a unit up to homotopy:
∂(γu ) = γ2(1A ⊗ Id)− Id .
... The Koszul property and the infinity category of uC om∞-algebras.
Theorem . The operad uC om is Koszul.
Proof. We know from [HM] that quC om¡ ≃ C om¡ ◦ (I ⊕K · sξ). So, we have:
quC om ◦ quC om¡ ≃K · ξ⊕C om ◦C om¡ ◦ (I ⊕K · sξ) .
We can filter quC om ◦κ quC om¡ by the number of ξ and sξ appearing in the trees. Then, the
induced graded complex have the following form:
G(quC om ◦κ quC om
¡) ≃K · ξ⊕ (C om ◦κ C om
¡) ◦ (I ⊕K · sξ) .
We already know by [LV, Theorems .. and ..] that the the canonical morphism C om ◦κ
C om¡ → I is a weak equivalence. Then, the map G(quC om ◦κ quC om¡)→ I may be decomposed
as follows.
G(quC om ◦κ quC om
¡) ≃K · ξ⊕ (C om ◦κ C om
¡) ◦ (I ⊕K · sξ)→I ⊕K · ξ⊕K · sξ→I .
All the maps of this composition are quasi-isomorphisms. So, by Theorem , the canonical map
quC om ◦κ quC om
¡ →I is a quasi-isomorphism. We conclude by Theorem . 
There are several ways to describe the infinity category of uC om-algebras.
⊲ One can take the Dwyer–Kan simplicial localization of the category of uC om-algebras
with respe to quasi-isomorphisms as described in [DKc] and [DKa].
⊲ One can take the simplicial category whose objes are cofibrant-fibrant uC om-algebras
and whose spaces of morphisms are
Map(A ,B)n := HOMuC om−alg(A ,B) .
⊲ One can also take the simplicial category whose objes are all uC om-algebras and whose
spaces of morphisms are
Map(A ,B) := HOMuC om−alg(ΩCBLA ,B) ≃HOMcLieCog(BLA ,BLB) .
Proposition . The three simplicial categories described above are equivalent. Moreover, the two last
ones are fibrant in the sense that for any two objes A and B, the simplicial set Map(A ,B) is a Kan
complex.
Proof. The proof uses the same arguments as the proof of Proposition . 
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Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the category of dg counital cocommutative coalge-
bras over an algebraically closed field of charaeristic zero in the vein of the article [CLM]. In the
sequel, dg counital cocommutative coalgebras are simply called cocommutative coalgebras. We
suppose that the base field K is algebraically closed field and of charaeristic zero.
Remark . The charaeristic zero assumption is needed in the theorem . of the article [CLM].
We know that the linear dual of a cocommutative coalgebra is a commutative algebra. More-
over, for any cocommutative coalgebra C , the sub-coalgebras of C are in correspondence with the
ideals of C ∗.
Definition  (Orthogonal ideals and sub-coalgebras). Let D = (D,∆,ǫ) be a sub-coalgebra of C .
The orthogonal of D is the sub-chain complex D⊥ := {f ∈ C ∗| ∀x ∈ D, f (x) = 0} ⊂ C ∗ which is an
ideal of C ∗. Let I be an ideal of the commutative algebra C ∗. The orthogonal of I is the sub-chain
complex I⊥ := {x ∈ C | ∀f ∈ I, f (x) = 0} ⊂ C which is a sub-coalgebra of C .
Definition  (Pseudo-compa algebras). A pseudo-compa algebra is a dg unital commuta-
tive algebra A together with a set {Iu}u∈U of ideals of finite codimension, which is stable finite
interseions and such that
A ≃ limA /Iu .
A morphism of pseudo-compas algebras from (A , {Iu }u∈U) to (B, {Jv }v∈V) is a morphism of al-
gebras f : A → B which is continuous with respe to the induced topologies, that is such that
for any v ∈ V, there exists an u ∈ U such that the composite morphism A → B → B/Jv faors
through A →A /Iu . A pseudo-compa algebra A is called local if its underlying graded algebra
is local.
Proposition . The linear dual of a cocommutative coalgebra is a pseudo-compa algebra. Moreover,
the linear dual funor is an antiequivalence between the category of cocommutative coalgebras and the
category of pseudo-compa algebras.
Proof. It is clear that linear duality induces an antiequivalence between finite dimensional co-
commutative coalgebras and finite dimensional commutative algebras. The rest is a consequence
of the following proposition . 
Proposition . [GG] Let C be a cocommutative coalgebra and let x be an element of C . There
exists a finite dimensional sub-coalgebra of C which contains x. Then, C is the colimit of the filtered
diagram of its finite dimensional sub-coalgebras.
Chuang, Lazarev and Mannan showed that any pseudo-compa algebra can be decomposed
into a produ of local pseudo-compa algebras.
Theorem . [CLM, .] Any pseudo-compa algebra A is isomorphic to the produ of local pseudo-
compa algebras A ≃
∏
i∈IAi . Moreover, a morphism of produs of local pseudo-compa algebras
f :
∏
i∈IAi →
∏
j∈JBj is the data of a funion φ : J→ I and a morphism fj : Aφ(j) → Bj for any j ∈ J,
where πj f = fjπφ(j) (here πj and πφ(j) denote respeively the projeion of
∏
j∈JBj onto Bj and the
projeion of
∏
i∈IAi onto Aφ(j)).
We show that local pseudo-compa algebras are linear duals of conilpotent cocommutative
coalgebras.
Definition  (Irreducible coalgebras). A nonzero graded cocommutative coalgebra is said to be
irreducible if any two nonzero sub-coalgebras have a nonzero interseion.
Proposition . A graded cocommutative coalgebra is irreducible if and only if its dual algebra is local.
Proof. Let C = (C,∆,ǫ) be a graded cocommutative coalgebra. We first suppose that it is irre-
ducible. Let M1 and M2 be two maximal ideals of the commutative algebra C ∗. Since, C is
irreducible, then the sub-coalgebras M⊥1 and M
⊥
2 have a nonzero interseion. So M1 + M2 ⊂
(M⊥1 ∩M
⊥
2 )
⊥ is a proper ideal. Since M1 and M2 are maximal ideals, then M1 = M1 +M2 = M2. So
C ∗ is local. Conversely, suppose that C ∗ is local. We denote by M its maximal ideal. By Lemma
, M is the kernel of an augmentation C ∗ →K. By the antiequivalence between pseudo-compa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algebras and cocommutative coalgebras, we obtain a morphism of coalgebras K → C , that is an
atom a of C . For any nonzero sub-coalgebra D of C , the orthogonal D⊥ is contained in M. Thus
K · a = M⊥ ⊂ (D⊥)⊥ = D . So any nonzero sub-coalgebra of C contains a. Subsequently, C is
irreducible. 
Lemma . Let A be a graded local pseudo-compa algebra. Then, the maximal ideal M of A is the
kernel of an augmentation A →K.
Proof. Since A = (A,γA ,1) is the inverse limit of finite dimensional algebras and since M is max-
imal, then M is the kernel of a surjeion A → B where B = (B ,γB ,1) is a finite dimensional
commutative algebra. Since M is maximal, then any nonzero element of B is invertible. Since, the
elements in nonzero degrees are nilpotent, then B is concentrated in degree zero. So B is a finite
dimensional field extension ofK. Finally, B ≃K because K is an algebraically closed field. 
Corollary . A graded cocommutative coalgebra is irreducible if and only if it contains a single atom.
Proof. It is a dire consequence of Proposition . 
Proposition . Irreducible graded cocommutative coalgebras are conilpotent graded cocommutative
coalgebras.
Proof. Let C = (C,∆,ǫ) be an irreducible graded cocommutative coalgebra. Let x be an element
of C and let D = (D,∆,ǫ) be a finite dimensional sub-coalgebra of C which contains x. The com-
mutative algebra D ∗ is local; its maximal ideal is M := D
∗
. Then, D ∗0 is also local with maximal
ideal M0. By Nakayama’s lemma, M0 is nilpotent. So, M is nilpotent and so D is a conilpotent
cocommutative coalgebra. 
Corollary . The antiequivalence between the category of pseudo-compa algebras and the category
uCocom of cocommutative coalgebras restris to an antiequivalence between the category of local
pseudo-compa algebras and the category uNilCocom of conilpotent cocommutative coalgebras.
Proof. It is a dire consequence of Proposition  and Proposition . 
Theorem . Let C = (C,∆,ǫ) be a dg cocommutative coalgebra over an algebraically closed field of char-
aeristic zero and let A be its set of graded atoms. There exists a unique decomposition C ≃
⊕
a∈ACa
where Ca is a sub-coalgebra of C which contains a and which belongs to the category uNilCocom. More-
over, a morphism of dg cocommutative coalgebras f :
⊕
a∈ACa →
⊕
b∈BDb is the data of a funion
φ : A→ B and of a morphism fa : Ca →Dφ(a) for any a ∈ A.
Proof. The only point that needs to be cleared up is that, in the decomposition C =
⊕
i∈ICi , the
set I is isomorphic to the set of graded atoms of C . A graded atom of C is a morphism of graded
cocommutative coalgebras from K to C , that is a morphism of graded pseudo-compa algebras
from
∏
i∈IC
∗
i to K. So it is the choice of an element of I. 
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